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the planner’s dilemma

Abstract

his is a thesis on the ethics of adaptation to sea level rise,with a focus on
proactive adaptation planning. he research, which has been conducted
within a transdisciplinary research project, takes a bottom-up approach
to applied ethics, and has been conducted in close collaboration with
adaptation planners and other project partners. he thesis consists of
an introductory chapter which includes broader methodological con-
cerns, and an overview of scientiûc and theoretical that are considered as
relevant background to the broader research topic, aswell as ûve articles.

Article 1: Departing from an interview study with planners working
with adaptation to sea level rise in Sweden, a typology of ethical issues
is presented. It is shown that planners have to deal with input-oriented,
process-oriented, and outcome-oriented ethical issues, and that knowl-
edge of these can contribute to ethical adaptation policy.

Article 2: Responsibility of adaptation to sea level rise is o�en assigned
to local planners. But what does it mean to be responsible? Departing
from the idea of professional virtues, three codes of ethics for planners
are analysed to extract aspirational characteristics for planners. he
identiûed virtues are put in relation to central challenges of adaptation,
where ûve virtues stand out as central to the understanding of what it
means to be responsible in adaptation to sea level rise.

Article 3: A method building on Value Sensitive Design (VSD) and
scenario planning is developed and applied to address the challenge
of integrating ethics when planning for uncertainty over long time-
horizons, in the context of adaptation to sea level rise. hemethod is
called VSSP and consists of three steps for scenario development and
three steps for value investigations. he application resulted in insights
on aspects important for an ethical long-term adaptation to sea level
rise.
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Article 4: Climate change and adaptation to climate change tend to
have disproportionately negative impacts on women. An analysis of
what a gender-sensitive adaptation planning needs to address is con-
ducted, and the potential of VSSP as an approach for promoting gender
equality in long-term adaptation planning is investigated.

Article 5: he concept of feasibility, as it is used in the climate change
context, is discussed. It is found that common uses of the term fail to
capture what is meant by feasibility, and that this can have signiûcant
consequences for practical deliberation on climate policy. he condi-
tional probability account of feasibility, as discussed in political theory,
is suggested as a preferable account for feasibility in the climate change
discourse.

In all, the thesis explores a range of ethical topics of relevance in the con-
text of planning for a sustainable adaptation to sea level rise. It bridges
practical experiences and concerns with insights from the ûelds of cli-
mate ethics, decision theory, philosophy of technology, and political
philosophy, to mention a few. In doing this, the thesis contributes to the
growing ûeld of ethics of climate change adaptation, with results that
can be of interest to both philosophers, planners, and others working
with adaptation genrally and adaptation to sea level rise speciûcally.

Keywords: adaptation, climate change, sea level rise, planning, ethics,
applied ethics, value sensitive design, planning for uncertainty
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Part I

Svensk sammanfattning





Svensk sammanfattning

Den här avhandlingen utforskar etiska aspekter i anpassning till stigan-
de havsnivåer. Som en följd av klimatförändringarna stiger de globala
havsnivåerna. Exakt hur mycket havsnivåerna kommer stiga beror på
våra framtida utsläpp,men även om våra utsläpp av växthusgaser skulle
upphöra helt kan vi räkna med att havsnivåhöjningen kommer pågå
under åtminstone de närmaste århundradena. Redan idag påverkas
många samhällen av erosion, saltvattenintrång och en ökad frekvens på
översvämningar. På sikt kommer dessa problem förvärras och kustnära
samhällen utsättas för stora risker. För att hantera detta kommer samhäl-
len behöva läggamer resurser på anpassning. Anpassning till stigande
havsnivåer kan bland annat ta form av hårda skydd såsom murar eller
vallar mot havet, ekosystembaserade skydd som mangroveskogar, eller
genom att �ytta samhällen och människor från riskzoner, en så kallad
planerad reträtt. Det som är utmärkande för anpassning till stigande
havsnivåer är att det i stor utsträckning handlar om ingrepp i den byggda
miljön, vilket gör att anpassning till stigande havsnivåer påmånga sätt
kan betraktas som en sorts fysisk planering.

I de �esta samhällen kommer anpassning innebära en kombination
av insatser, och när anpassningsstrategier formuleras kommer det behö-
vas tas hänsyn till mål- och värdekon�ikter. I och med detta kan anpass-
ning till klimatförändringarna och till stigande havsnivåer uppfattas som
etisk till sin natur. En etisk analys kan bidramed att systematisera rätt
och fel och biståmed verktyg för att fatta välmotiverade beslut. Trots det-
ta har förhållandevis lite forskning inriktat sig på just etisk anpassning
till stigande havsnivåer. Denna avhandling bidrar med etiska analyser
av anpassning till stigande havsnivåer,med särskild inriktning på lokal
och regional anpassning och planerarens roll i anpassningsprocessen.
Forskningen som presenteras har genomförts inom det tvärvetenskap-
liga forskningsprojektet Sea-rims (Sustainable and ethical adaptation
to rising mean sea levels) som har genomförts som ett samarbetemel-
lan den ûlosoûska avdelningen på KTH och med Statens Geotekniska
Institut (SGI). Projektgruppen har tillsammans med projektpartners
från sydsvenska kommuner och länsstyrelser, samt en referensgrupp
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the planner’s dilemma

med representanter från myndigheter som arbetar med anpassning till
stigande havsnivåer, utforskat etiska dimensioner av de problem som
projektmedlemmarna står inför. Avhandlingen kan därmed ses som ett
exempel på tillämpad etik.

Avhandlingen består av en kappa och fem artiklar. Kappan inleds
med en introduktion av avhandlingen och forskningsprojektet inom
vilken den har skrivits. I avsnitt 2 i kappan diskuteras tremetodologiska
förhållningssätt som ligger till grund för avhandlingsarbetet: tillämpad
etik, distinktionen mellan ideal och icke-ideal teori, samt empirisk och
fältûlosoû (eng. ûeld philosophy). I avsnitt 3 och 4 redogör jag för den
vetenskapliga bakgrunden till frågeställningarna. Detta innefattar en
överblick av klimatförändringarna och stigande havsnivåer, de risker
som uppstår som en konsekvens av klimatförändringarna och stigande
havsnivåer, samt olika sätt att bemöta dessa risker. Det framstår tydligt
att anpassning till stigande havsnivåer kommer vara utmanande, inte
minst då det råder stor osäkerhet kring hur mycket och hur snabbt havs-
nivåerna kommer stiga. I avsnitt 5-12 har jag valt att gå på djupet i några
etiska frågeställningar av relevans för avhandlingen tema: anpassning-
ens politiska natur, distinktionenmellan inkrementell och transformativ
anpassning, värdet av att tillämpa capabilities approaches för att främja
rättvisa i anpassning, intergenerationell rättvisa och diskontering och
anpassning, osäkerhet i klimatanpassning, och anpassning som en form
av design. Kappan rundas av med avslutande re�ektioner i avsnitt 13
och engelska sammanfattningar av artiklarna i avsnitt 14.

Artikel 1: En typologi över etiska aspekter som uppstår i lokal anpassning

till stigande havsnivåer

Avhandlingens första artikel bygger på en intervjustudie där planerare
och andra som arbetar med anpassning till stigande havsnivåer i syd-
svenska kommuner och länsstyrelser har delgivit sin uppfattning kring
de utmaningar som anpassning till stigande havsnivåer kan komma att
innebära. Utifrån intervjumaterialet kunde sex utmaningar identiûeras:
(1) bristande kunskap och kompetens, (2) bristande koordinering och
integrering av frågan, (3) ovanligt långa tidsperspektiv, (4) bristfällig
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Svensk sammanfattning

fördelning av juridiskt ansvar för anpassningsåtgärder, (5) avsaknad av
ramverk för ûnansiering av anpassning, och (6) målkon�ikter. Dessa
utmaningar analyserades sedan utifrån ett allmänetiskt perspektiv, och
ett antal underliggande etiska faktorer med relevans för anpassning till
stigande havsnivåer identiûerades. De etiska faktorerna presenteras i en
typologi som visar på var i anpassningsprocessen det är mest troligt att
de uppstår.

Den första kategorin i typologin, input-orienterade etiska faktorer,
tar upp frågor som rör ett etiskt förhållningssätt till de osäkerheter och
ovanligt långa tidsperspektiv som är utmärkande för anpassning till
stigande havsnivåer. Hur ska man planera i ett långt tidsperspektiv?
Kräver osäkerheten kring stigande havsnivåer att man som planerare
anstränger sig för att sätta sig in frågan? Att hitta ett förhållningssätt
till dessa frågor är avgörande för att kunna gå vidare till att diskutera
exempelvis vem som ska göra eller få vad.Den andra kategorin, process-
orienterade etiska faktorer, rör frågor kring ansvar för anpassning till
stigande havsnivåer samt inkludering av berörda grupper och individer
i anpassningsprocesser. Det framgick tydligt i intervjuerna att det ûnns
ett glapp mellan vad de intervjuade anser vara en rimlig ansvarsfördel-
ning och den rådande lagsti�ningen, i vilken ett stort ansvar läggs på
den individuella fastighetsägaren. Om ansvar på något sätt ska bero på
förmåga krävs förändringar av lagsti�ningen. Utöver detta togs frågor
om rättvisa anpassningsprocesser upp, det vill säga frågor om vilka som
kommer till tals och hur. Den tredje kategorin är utfalls-orienterade
etiska faktorer. Viktiga frågor inom denna kategori handlar om målet
med anpassning, fördelningsfrågor, samt målkon�ikter, till exempel
mellan kortsiktig planering och långsiktigt skydd av exempelvis natur-
och kulturvärden.

Resultaten i den första artikeln, inteminst typologin, bidrar med ett
överblickbart ramverk över de etiska frågor som kan uppstå i anpassning
till stigande havsnivåer, och visar därutöver på var i anpassningsproces-
sen de kan tänkas uppstå. Däremot ges ingen normativ vägledning som
hur man ska agera i förhållande till de frågor som ly�s. Framtida forsk-
ning kan med fördel utforska detta. Ambitioner om att formulera etiska
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the planner’s dilemma

principer som kan vara handlingsvägledande i anpassning till stigande
havsnivåer ûnns.Det vore även givande att utforska vilka begränsningar
som ûnns och som bör tas hänsyn till i förhållande till etiska principer
vad gäller anpassning.

Artikel 2: Den dygdige planeraren

En stor utmaning när det gäller anpassning till stigande havsnivåer är att
ansvarsfrågan, och mycket har skrivits om hur ansvaret för att ta sig an
klimatförändringarna ska fördelas. Det som har skrivits på ämnet har
främst varit inriktat mot handlingar. Betydligt mindre uppmärksamhet
har ägnats åt vad som karaktäriserar en ansvarsfull person. E�ersom
anpassning till stigande havsnivåer i stor utsträckning handlar om den
fysiskamiljön, så har jag i den tredje artikeln valt att undersöka vilka
karaktärsdrag eller dygder som utmärker en ansvarsfull planerare i
anpassning till stigande havsnivåer.

Yrkesrelaterade dygder (eng. professional virtues) kan förstås som
dygder som är viktiga i utövandet av ett yrke. Ett yrke kan förstås som en
praxis, såsom praxis har deûnierats av Alasdair MacIntyre. MacIntyre
menar att en praxis är en sammanhängande och komplex mänsklig
aktivitet med särskildamål som kan uppnås genom att utveckla särskil-
da färdigheten kopplat till praxisen (MacIntyre 1982). Dessa särskilda
färdigheter kan inkludera teknisk kunskap och tekniska förmågor,men
även dygder. Om man ser planeringsyrket som en praxis såmåste det
ûnnas särskilda dygder som kan hjälpa uppnå dess mål.

För att identiûera dessa dygder har jag valt att utgå från tre etiska
koder för planerare, för att se vilka dygder som förespråkas av planerare
själva. I dessa identiûerades elva dygder: ärlighet, integritet, uthållighet,
kärlek till kunskap, rättvisa,medborgaranda, gott omdöme ( fronesis), �it,

kreativitet och ödmjukhet. Med utgångspunkt i dessa undersöker jag
om några är av särskild relevans för anpassning av stigande havsnivåer.
E�ersom det ûnns stor osäkerhet kring både hur mycket och hur fort
havsnivåerna kommer stiga är det viktigt att planerare drivs av en kärlek

till kunskap som får dem att ständigt vilja vetamer, och på så sätt få en
större förståelse för olika aspekter om stigande havsnivåer och anpass-
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ning till det. Planeraren behöver även vara ödmjuk inför att ny kunskap
kan tillkomma och för att förstå riskernamed att låsa in sig i ohållbara
lösningar. Anpassning i sig kan påverkamänskliga och naturliga system
på ett negativt sätt och därför är det viktigt att planeraren är rättvis. Pla-
neraren kommer även behövamodig, inteminst e�ersom klimatfrågan
fortfarande ifrågasätts och det är sannolikt att hen kan behöva kämpa
för att ly�a frågan i sin organisation. Slutligen så behöver planeraren gott

omdöme eller fronesis för att balansera de andra dygdernamot varandra.
De svårigheter som uppkommer vid anpassning till stigande hav-

snivåer kommer inte lösas om bara planerare blir mer dygdiga, utan
det är viktigt att varamedveten om att planeraren beûnner sig i ett in-
stitutionellt sammanhang som påverkar hens möjlighet att utöva sina
dygder. Det är viktigt att skapa institutionellamiljöer där det är lättare
att leva ut sina dygder,men e�ersom institutioner kan brista i ansvars-
tagande så ûnns en poäng i att främja vikten av att agera ansvarsfullt
hos individerna inom institutionerna. På samma sätt som man idag har
omsorgsträning med personer inom vård- och omsorgssektorn, kan
planerare tränas för att bli ansvarsfulla, för att bättre kunna hantera
anpassning till stigande havsnivåer.

Artikel 3: En metod för långsiktig etisk anpassning

Avhandlingens tredje artikel, samförfattadmed PerWikman-Svahn, pre-
senterar en metod för att integrera etiska värden i långsiktig anpassning
till stigande havsnivåer. E�ersom vi inte vet hur framtiden kommer se
ut är det svårt för oss att anpassa sig till den. Detta skapar problem för
anpassning till stigande havsnivåer e�ersom de anpassningsåtgärder
vi implementerar idag kan få långsiktiga konsekvenser. I artikeln pre-
senterar vi en metod för analys av hur olika sociala och etiska värden
som anpassning sy�ar till att främja kan påverkas över tid och i olika
framtidsscenarier.

Vår metod, som bygger på Value Sensitive Design (VSD) och sce-
narioplanering, utvecklades och testades under ett antal workshoppar
med våra projektpartners. VSD är en metod som sy�ar till att integrera
etiska värden i designprocesser och på så sätt främja produkter och
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the planner’s dilemma

systems positiva verkan påmänniskor och samhällen. Scenarioplane-
ring å andra sidan är en beprövadmetod för att planera inför en osäker
framtid,men tar vanligtvis inte speciûk hänsyn till etiska värden. Kom-
binationen av VSD och scenarioplanering är lovande för att undersöka
den värdemässiga dimensionen av långsiktig anpassning till stigande
havsnivåer.

Metoden består av sex steg, där de första tre sy�ar till att utveck-
la scenarier och de tre övriga stegen är inriktade på att utforska olika
värdeaspekter av anpassning till stigande havsnivåer. För att utveckla
ett scenario måste först en fokusfråga formuleras. I vår tillämpning av
metoden formulerades fokusfrågan: "Vilka faktorer kan ha störst inver-
kan på en svensk kustkommuns förmåga att anpassa sig till stigande
havsnivåer i ett 200-årsperspektiv?” Steg två innebär sedan att svara
på frågan, vilket i vårt fall ledde till att 13 faktorer identiûerades, ex-
empelvis befolkningsutveckling och ekonomisk tillväxt. Dessa faktorer
delades upp i alternativ (ex. låg,medel, hög), för att skapa ett så kallat
morfologiskt fält, vilket låg till grund för framtagandet av scenarierna.
Scenarierna utformas för att vara intressanta att undersöka i förhållande
till fokusfrågan, och den etiska analysen som utgör den andra halvan
av metoden utgår ifrån dessa. Metodens värdeinriktade del inleds med
att analysera vilka värden som anpassning kan tänkas främja. Däre�er
diskuteras hur möjligheten att främja dessa värden påverkas i de olika
scenarierna. Detta leder slutligen till en diskussion om hur anpassning
till stigande havsnivåer bör formuleras och implementeras så det främjar
de identiûerade värdena.

Några avmetodens främsta styrkor var att den tillhandahöll ett ram-
verk för att diskutera etisk anpassning över långa tidshorisonter, och att
det genom att göra det utmanade beprövad planeringspraxis. Dessutom
artikuleras ett antal värden, samt ett antal allmänna överväganden som
bör tas hänsyn till i anpassning till stigande havsnivåer. Det framgick
e�er att ha testat metoden att mer tid krävs för att fördjupa sig i vil-
ka värden som är viktiga. En annan svaghet är att metoden bygger på
ett antagande att värden kommer förbli konstanta över tid. Trots det-
ta kan kombinationen av VSD och scenarioplanering anses bidra till
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en djupare förståelse för utmaningarna som en långsiktig anpassning
till stigande havsnivåer innebär, vilket är viktigt för att göra samhället
bättre rustat för att bemöta dessa utmaningar. Vidare forskning på detta
tema skulle kunna innebära att knytametoden till en etisk teori för att
kunna bistå med ett ramverk att konsekvent kunna luta sig på i sam-
bandmed värdekon�ikter och för att kunna berättiga olikamoraliska
ställningstaganden.

Artikel 4: Jämställdhet i och genom anpassning

Klimatförändringarna slår olikamot olika grupper, och såväl klimatför-
ändringar som anpassningsåtgärder tenderar att slå orättvist hårt mot
kvinnor. Det råder konsensus kring behovet att inkludera rättvise- och
jämställdhetsfrågor i klimatanpassning. Dock har väldigt litet sagts om
hur detta ska genomföras i praktiken. I den �ärde artikeln fortsätter jag
utforska hur vår metod VSSP kan tillämpas i långsiktig anpassning till
stigande havsnivåer, speciûkt med sy�e att främja jämställdhet.

Artikeln inleds med en diskussion om hur anpassning bör förstås
som en politisk process, och att det är problematiskt att se anpassning
som en process som enbart fokuserar på de externa problem som kli-
matförändringarna ger upphov till. Klimatanpassning bör istället utgå
från en förståelse för hur underliggande sociala normer och strukturer
bidrar till att de redan sårbara drabbas värre. Anpassning som sy�ar till
att åtgärda detta kallas för transformativ anpassning, och ställs o�amot
en inkrementell anpassning som fokuserar på att bemöta externa pro-
blemoch hot. Jag argumenterar vidare att en jämställd (gender-sensitive)
klimatanpassning bör uppnå tremål: inkluderande processer, rättvisa
utfall och transformativ förändring. För att stärka dessamål är det möj-
ligt att grunda analysen i teorier som utgår från att människors förmåga
att nåmål och göra saker (capabilities approaches).

E�er att jag har etablerat vad en jämställd anpassning bör uppnå på
ettmer teoretiskt plan vänder jagmig till en redan etableradmetod för att
undersöka och främja jämställdhetsfrågor i beslutsfattnings-processer.
Dennametod heter GIA och är en konsekvensanalys för genusaspekter.
GIA har sin främsta styrka i att det är ett etablerat ramverk som kan
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hjälpa att identiûera olika tänkbara utfall som olika åtgärder kan ge upp-
hov till. Däremot så tar GIA inte hänsyn till de stora osäkerheter som
omgärdar långsiktig anpassning till stigande havsnivåer. Jag föreslår att
det är möjligt att inspireras av metoden VSSP (som jag beskrev i artikel
3). Till skillnad från i artikel 3 fokuseras metoden här på ett enda värde,
jämställdhet, och jag förklarar hur det är möjligt att tillämpametoden i
på ett integrerat och interaktivt sätt i planeringsprocessen. Genom att gö-
ra detta är det möjligt att främja jämställdhet, såväl genom inkluderade
processer, rättvisa utfall och till en viss mån, transformativ förändring.
Det ûnns ett behov att i framtida forskning testa och utvärdera detta,
men denna artikel kan ses som ett steg mot att konkretisera hur det är
möjligt att främja jämställdhet i och genom anpassning.

Artikel 5: Vad innebär genomförbarhet av klimatmål och -handlingar?

I avhandlingens femte artikel diskuteras konceptet ‘feasibility’ vilket
grovt kan översättas till genomförbarhet. Inom klimatdebatten disku-
teras o�a olika klimatmål och -åtgärder som ‘unfeasible’ eller ogenom-
förbara. Genom att analysera olika deûnitioner och tillämpningar av
begreppet framgår tydligt att det ûnns olika sätt att förstå och därmed
använda det. Detta kan i sin tur få följder i politiskt beslutsfattande,
e�ersom genomförbarhet o�a ses som en normativ begränsning. Detta
innebär att handlingar antingen övervägs som eller utesluts från tänk-
bara alternativ på felaktiga grunder. På grund av dess normativa impli-
kationer har konceptet ‘feasibility’ diskuterats mycket i politisk teori.
I artikeln lutar jag mig på insikter från den litteraturen om feasibility
för att kunna föreslå en förståelse för genomförbarhet som passar för
klimatkontexten.

I artikeln argumenterar jag att konceptet ‘feasibility’ måste i) fånga
det som faktiskt går att genomföra, dvs. vad vi kan uppnå givet vårt
utgångsläge, ii) ta hänsyn till olika begränsningar för vad vi kan upp-
nå,men inte ge dem otillbörlig vikt, och iii) vara behjälplig i praktisk
överläggning av klimatmål och handlingar. Genom att analysera olika
tolkningar av genomförbarhet i klimatkontexten framgår tydligt att inga
tolkningar uppfyller dessa kriterier. IPCC deûnierar genomförbarhet
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på ett sätt där det blandas ihop med önskvärdhet, och med det bredare
begreppet möjlighet. Detta innebär att det inte längre blir användbart
i politiskt beslutsfattande. Andra deûnierar genomförbarhet utifrån
sannolikhet, och även detta är problematiskt.

E�ersom en fullgod deûnition av genomförbarhet inte går att åter-
ûnna i klimatdiskursen, föreslår jag att man bör förstå genomförbarhet
i linjemed ‘the conditional probability account’ som har redogjorts för
av Gilabert and Lawford-Smith (2012). Demenar att det ûnns två sätt
som man bör tänka på genomförbarhet: dels som ett binärt koncept,
där något antingen är eller inte är genomförbart, och som skalenligt,
när något kan uppfattas som mer eller mindre genomförbart. Huruvida
en handling ska klassas som binärt eller skalenligt genomförbart beror
på ‘hårda’ eller ‘mjuka’ begränsningar. Jag menar att denna teori hjälper
oss att förstå vad vi kan uppnå givet vårt utgångsläge, att det tar lagom
hänsyn till praktiska omständigheter och begränsningar, samt kan vara
behjälpligt i praktisk överläggning och politiskt beslutsfattande. I arti-
keln illustreras detta genom en tillämpning på fallet planerad reträtt som
är en anpassningsåtgärd som ibland beskrivs som ogenomförbar,men
ändå kan antas bli en nödvändighet framöver. Om konceptet feasibility
skulle användas i linjemedmitt förslag, skulle färre nödvändiga åtgärder
felaktigt bedöms som ogenomförbara och istället kunna diskuteras som
de nödvändiga alternativ de faktiskt är.
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Introduction





1. Introduction

his is a thesis on the ethics of adaptation to sea level rise,with a focus on
proactive adaptation planning. Adaptation planning builds on the idea
that by taking deliberative action now, it is possible tomake future living
conditions under the impacts of climate change as bearable as possible
(Fünfgeld and Schmid 2020). he process of adaptation planning can
be seen as a form of decision-making under great uncertainty, includ-
ing uncertainty regarding themagnitude and impacts of future climate
change as well as uncertainty on societal developments that will aòect
our ability to adapt. Moreover, adaptation planning involves “tension
between actions that are urgently required, what is feasible given con-
straints of time and resources, and what may be required and desirable
by justice ideals” (Byskov et al. 2021, p. 2). Adaptation planning is thus
a complex process, subject to challenging trade-oòs, and disagreements
on priorities in public policy and on what should be protected.

his places high demands on politicians, planners, as well as individ-
uals. Natural and social sciences can help us discover and understand
the eòects and causes of climate change. However, what should be done
about climate change is an ethical question as it is about balancing
con�icting interests and values (Broome 2008). Ethics is about systema-
tising right and wrong, and determining what is the right action, and is
therefore essential in “solving” climate change. An ethical analysis can
also contribute through structuring the analysis of complicated ques-
tions, and thus help us understand the nature of problems associated
with climate change and constraints on possible solutions (Gardiner
andHartzell-Nichols 2012). Moreover, not only can the climate change
discourse beneût from an engagement with ethics, but this engagement
can also lead to new insights that can help drivemoral theory forward
(Hansson 2009). his is important as the ûeld of ethics of adaptation is
developing.
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he thesis you have in front of you has been written within the re-
search project Sea-rims, which stands for Sustainable and Ethical Adap-

tation to Rising Mean Sea Levels. he research project was funded by
the Swedish Research Council Formas and running from 2017 through
2022 as a transdisciplinary collaboration between the Division of Philos-
ophy at KTH and the Swedish Geotechnical Institute (SGI). By studying
adaptation to sea level rise in southern Sweden, an ethical outlook con-
tributes new perspectives andmethods for dealing with the challenges
that adaptation to sea level rise pose. hematerial thus seeks to bridge
practical challenges and theoretical insights from the ûeld of philosophy.
Our research has been focused around an area in southern Sweden
where coastal erosion is a pressing issue that is expected to get worse as
sea levels continue to rise. A growing need for adaptation to sea level
rise is apparent. Research within Sea-rims has been carried out in close
collaboration with project partners and a reference group, consisting
of representatives from municipalities in southern Sweden, and state
agencies, including county administrative boards. he results presented
in this thesis can therefore be seen as a particularly applied form of
philosophy and ethics, which puts forward results that can be of interest
to ethicists and those working with adaptation alike.

here are ûve articles included in this thesis, each addressing distinct
questions of importance to investigate in the context of adaptation to
sea level rise. I have written on topics that I have found interesting as
I have discovered the ûeld, and the thesis thus oòers a broad insight
into the ethics of adaptation of sea level rise (although, of course not
including everything there is to say on the topic). One thread that runs
through it all is the role of the planner and questions that emerge in
local adaptation planning. In Article 1, I depart from interviews with
municipal planners and formulate a typology on their experience to
better understand the ethical challenges of adaptation,with the intention
to contribute to a deeper understanding of the problems at hand. In
Article 2, I discuss what responsibility means and speciûes this in terms
of desirable professional virtues in the context of adaptation to sea level
rise. In article 3 (co-written with Per Wikman-Svahn), we present a
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method for integrating ethical values into the process of adaptation
to sea level rise over unusually long time-horizons. he method is
called Value Sensitive Scenario Planning (VSSP) and was developed
and tried out with the project partners, and can ideally help planners
make adaptation policy sensitive to ethical values. In article 4, I discuss
how gender equality ought to be furthered through adaptation planning,
and discuss the potential of VSSP as a method for gender-sensitive
adaptation. In article 5, I analyse how the term feasibility is used in
the climate change context, leaning on insights from political theory.
he conditional probability account of feasibility is proposed as the
approach which best captures what is meant by feasibility, and which
can aid practical deliberation in adaptation planning.

Besides the articles, the thesis also consists of this introductory
chapter (kappa), where I aim to frame the articles and provide enough
background to understand the ûeld I am working within. hematerial
in this introduction builds on the introduction that I wrote for my li-
centiate thesis (Wedin 2021), but has been updated and expanded. In
section 2, I re�ect on methodological questions of relevance for this the-
sis. In section 3, I turn to climate science and give an overview of what
we can expect of future climate change and discuss possible responses
to it. In section 4, I elaborate on predictions for future sea level rise
and adaptation to it. A�er this, I turn to a few philosophical topics of
particular relevance to adaptation to sea level rise. In section 5, I discuss
that adaptation should be seen as a political process. Section 6 addresses
the distinction between incremental and transformative adaptation. In
section 7, I propose that adaptation needs to consider three elements
of justice: distributive, procedural, and recognitional justice. In section
8, I suggest that a capabilities approach to justice can serve as a useful
framework in adaptation planning. Section 9 includes re�ections on
the intergenerational justice aspects of adaptation and temporal dis-
counting in adaptation. In section 10, I discuss aspects of uncertainty in
adaptation planning. Section 11 includes amore thorough theoretical
background to our method VSSP, and shows links to discourses in phi-
losophy of technology. In section 12, I oòer a few concluding remarks,
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and re�ect on the development of the ûeld of ethics of adaptation to sea
level rise in the six years I have been doing my PhD. he introductory
chapter ends with section 13, with summaries of the ûve articles.

2. Methodological concerns

he thesis has been written within a transdisciplinary research project,
where philosophers have collaborated with planners and other civil
servants. We have been studying adaptation to sea level rise in southern
Sweden,where an ethical outlook has contributedwith new perspectives
andmethods for dealing with the challenges that adaptation to sea level
rise pose in this setting. he research presented in this thesis can be
categorised as applied ethics, which takes a bottom-up approach and
has been conducted in close collaboration with relevant stakeholders.
To elaborate on what that means, this section contains overviews of the
concepts applied ethics, ideal and non-ideal theory, as well as empirical
and ûeld philosophy.

Applied ethics

In writing this thesis, I have used philosophical tools and approaches to
shed light on ethical issues in adaptation to sea level rise. he content of
this thesis can be categorised as applied ethics,which can be understood
as ethics engaging with various ûelds of human activity, such as busi-
ness, politics andmedicine, as well as with particular problems, such
as abortions (Childress 1986). Alternatives to the term applied ethics
include “specialised ethics” (Hansson 2009) and “engaged philosophy”
(Wolò 2011). Although these terms perhaps better capture the gist of
an area-speciûc ethics that can provide innovative solutions for societal
problems, I will use themore established term “applied ethics” in this
thesis.

In the 1960s and 1970s, applied ethics grew as an academic discipline,
beginning with an interest in medicine (which has grown into the ûeld
of bioethics) and currently addressing diòerent arenas of human activity,
and a range of particular problems. One branch of applied ethics which
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has grown very fast is climate ethics, from which ethics of adaptation
has developed. hroughout this thesis, Iwill introduce central questions
in climate ethics and ethics of adaptation. Moreover, I have included
sections with background on climate change, sea level rise, and adap-
tation. In order for applied ethics to be truly useful, it is important
that its practitioners not only possess knowledge of ethical theory and
methods, but also a thorough understanding of the particular subject
area (Hansson 2009).

One goal of applied ethics is to give normative guidance on what to
do in particular cases. In applied ethics, there are diòerent approaches to
dealing with a problem at hand, where two contrasting alternatives are
known as top-down and bottom-up approaches. Top-down approaches
(or in the words of Ronald Dworkin, philosophy made from the inside
out) apply moral theories to the case in question and draw conclusions
from there. hemost famous example is perhaps Peter Singer,who in his
book Practical Ethics (1979) approaches a number of topics, including
euthanasia, the moral status of animals, and overseas aid, and gives
his view on these from a broadly utilitarian position. While stringent
and consistent, the problem with top-down approaches is that they are
dependent on the acceptability of the original theory. If the used theory
is refuted, so are the conclusions drawn from it.

Bottom-up applied ethics, on the other hand, departs from a spe-
ciûc problem and attempts to solve it using philosophical methods and
deliberation. In his book Ethics and Public Policy (2011), Jonathan Wolò
approaches a number of issues, including drugs, the freemarket, and im-
migration, starting with the problem, being sensitive to the constraints
at hand, and proposing solutions that more commonly than not can
be understood as some form of ethical compromise. A drawback with
bottom-up approaches is that it is diõcult to address moral problems
without prior knowledge. In fact, there is a need for prior knowledge
of what is seen as amoral problem in order to observemoral problems
in the very ûrst place. However, the beneûts of a bottom-up approach
outweigh the downsides. Taking a bottom-up approach allows moral
theory to both inform and be informed by our changing society. Ethical
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studies should not bemere application of theory, but instead, an engage-
ment ofmoral philosophy should be a driver of theoretical development
(Hansson 2009). Moreover, a bottom-up approach enables more use-
ful and realistic policy recommendations compared to theory-based
approaches (Wolò 2011). For this reason, I have taken a bottom-up ap-
proach to study adaptation to sea level rise. his is particularly evident
in article 4, where I state what a gender-sensitive adaptation to climate
change needs to aspire to achieve, and in article 5, where I discuss what
the concept of feasibility needs to capture to be of use in the context of
adaptation.

Ideal and non-ideal theory

Another useful distinction is that between ideal and non-ideal theory,
which are two approaches to formulating moral principles. Ideal theory
became a paradigm in political philosophy a�er being discussed by John
Rawls inAheory of Justice (1971). In this book, ideal theory is described
as a theory of justice designed under two conditions: (i) all relevant
agents comply with the demands of justice applying to them, and (ii)
natural and historical conditions are favourable. Non-ideal theory, in
contrast, takes into consideration the fact that these conditions o�en
do not apply, and raises questions of what should be done given the
constraints of the real world (Valentini 2012). As a consequence, acts
that might be considered wrong in an ideal world, can be permissible
in non-ideal circumstances. For example, exposing people to themany
risks that are associated with large-scale geoengineering is arguably
permissible, as it is the best that can be done to ûght climate change
given the present circumstances (Morrow and Svoboda 2016).

Central questions in political theory relating to ideal theory concern
the purpose of theorising about ideals, and how eòective this theorising
is in achieving its goals (Farrelly 2007, Erman andMöller 2013). Ideal
theory, being focused on what is optimal, generates principles before
considering how they may apply to the current context. Some strengths
of using ideal theory are that principles derived from it can be applied
universally and that it provides higher-level standards for justice, which
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can be seen as something to strive for. However, ideal theory is some-
times criticised for not being action-guiding on the basis that it requires
the unfeasible, and in the light of this criticism, non-ideal policy, which
derives principles sensitive to the constraints of the real world, has been
proposed. he main strength of non-ideal theory is that it better ac-
knowledges the variability between diòerent circumstances. However,
when departing from what is feasible, ambitions might end up being set
too low. Insights from the discourse on the role of feasibility considera-
tions in determining justice principles inspiredme to investigate how
the concept of feasibility is used in the climate change context, which is
the topic of article 5.

In the context of adaptation to sea level rise, ideal and non-ideal
theory can both be useful, and one option could be to use them in tan-
dem. In this understanding, ideal theory dictates the objective, whereas
non-ideal theory dictates the route to that objective (Simmons 2010).
However, there are some possible risks in this. First, it is not certain
that it is possible to derive policies from an ideal, as the path to the
ideal might not be straight but need to take surprising turns. Moreover,
planning for adaptation to rising sea levels is urgent. In the context of
adaptation to climate change, it has been argued that we need to aim
at achieving “ethical enough” adaptation practices (Byskov et al. 2021).
he best way to do this is to use non-ideal theory in the given context.
By departing from the world as it is, it is possible to ûnd principles
that allow us to bring about, if not the optimal, at least amore ethical
adaptation than otherwise would have been implemented.

Empirical and field philosophy

he ûnal methodological consideration concerns if, and if so how, philos-
ophy shouldmake use of empirical data. In the last decades, philosophy
has received internal criticism for being too theoretical. Out of this
critique, the ûeld of empirical philosophy has grown,meaning philoso-
phy in which philosophers cite relevant empirical research and use it to
argue for philosophical conclusions (Prinz 2008). his is a “philosophy
of citation” and should not be confused with experimental philosophy
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that tries to test philosophical claims using themethods of science (Levy
2008). Rather, it proposes a way to complement knowledge gained from
traditional philosophical methods.

Proponents of empirical philosophy raise concerns over the fact that
philosophers have almost exclusively conducted their analysis through
re�ecting on things and conducting thought experiments. While these
introspectivemethods ought to play a central role in philosophy, some
sources of potential problems with such armchair intuition elicitation
have been raised (Prinz 2008). For example, this kind of introspection
can be understood as a constructive process in which our intuitions are
in�uenced by theories, social pressures and background knowledge, in
addition to the philosopher’s own beliefs. Moreover, the rules derived
from introspection are formed by drawing inferences from speciûc cases
and are as such not necessarily suited to generalisation. herefore, it is
worth re�ecting on whether our intuitions can be supported by knowl-
edge which has been collected using other methods. In the last decades,
empirical approaches to philosophy have becomemore common and it
has been suggested that there has been an empirical turn in bioethics,
in which empirical data have been used to further the understanding
of context-speciûc challenges (Schicktanz et al. 2011). Of course, this
raises other methodological concerns, such as what counts as appropri-
ate identiûcation of aòected persons, collection of public voices, and
interpretation of public attitudes and arguments.

Another new movement in philosophy, which takes us even further
from the armchair is known as ûeld philosophy. his is a relatively new
concept and there is no established deûnition, but one understanding
of ûeld philosophy is that it is a form of philosophic practice where one
works at the project level with non-philosophers over an extended pe-
riod of time (Frodeman 2020). his movement towards experimenting
with ûeldwork has grown out of a commitment to the promotion of
contextually situated knowledge, concerning concepts, theories, narra-
tives, and practices that bridge across disciplines (Buchanan et al. 2018).
It challenges philosophers to think with others, and being challenged
by unfamiliar standpoints and perspectives. In some way this seems
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opposed to the very practice of philosophy and it “uncomfortably breaks
assumptions of the proper identity and place of the philosopher” (Bas-
tian 2018, p. 450). However, ûeld philosophy needs not be seen as a
contradiction to traditional methods but as a complement to them.

In this thesis, three articles have elements of both empirical and
ûeld philosophy in them. Article 1 and Article 2 in particular should be
understood as drawing on empirical sources (interviews and codes of
ethics respectively). Article 3 does to some extent build on collabora-
tive work with non-philosophers over an extended period of time. It
is important to understand that even though valuemight not be deriv-
able from facts, empirical facts and input from non-philosophers can
stimulate re�ection on values and ethics (Balsamo andMitcham 2010).
his is particularly valuable for formulating ethical adaptation policy in
collaboration with aòected stakeholders.

3. Climate change, its effects, and responses to it

In order to be able to discuss topics in climate ethics and ethics of
adaptation, it is important to have a thorough understanding of climate
change and themost common responses to it. To begin with: climate
change is real, and we are causing it. Based on a review of 11,602 peer
reviewed articles on “climate change” and “global warming” published
in the ûrst seven months of 2019, there is 100% agreement that climate
change is caused by humans emitting greenhouse gases and limiting the
extension of carbon sinks (Powell 2019). In themost recent assessment
report from the United Nations body he Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), the authors conclude that it is “unequivocal
that human in�uence has warmed the atmosphere, ocean and land”
(IPCC 2021).

Compared to pre-industrial levels, human activities have caused ap-
proximately 1.1°C of global warming so far. Furthermore, it is growing
warmer and warmer; each of the last four decades has been succes-
sively warmer than any decade that preceded it since 1850 (IPCC 2021).
In the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration record,
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dating back 141 years, the ten hottest years have all taken place since
2005 (hompson 2021). According to the IPCC, “each of the six years
from 2015 to 2020 has likely been warmer than any prior year in the
instrumental record” (Gulev et al. 2021).

he Paris agreement, which was negotiated within the United Na-
tions Framework Convention for Climate Change (UNFCCC), and
signed by 196 nations in 2015, obliges the signatory parties to strive to
keep global warming ‘well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels, prefer-
ably to 1.5°C, compared to pre-industrial levels” (UNFCCC 2015, Article
2,1(a)). Global warming, even at 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, will
have severe consequences for human and natural systems. Such a tem-
perature increase will lead to more frequent heatwaves, longer warm
seasons and shorter cold seasons. If the temperature reaches 2°C of
warming, critical tolerance thresholds for agriculture and health would
be reachedmore o�en.

Howmuchmore global temperatureswill rise depends on the future
amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and other drivers of
climate change. In the IPCC sixth assessment report, future emissions
scenarios are presented in the form where representative concentration
pathways (RCP) that focus on greenhouse gases are coupledwith shared
socio-economic pathways (SSP). In doing this, storylines of factors that
determine the extent of climate change, including population growth, ur-
banisation, and technological advancements to mitigate climate change
are created. In previous reports, the IPCC has only discussed future
climate change scenarios in terms of emissions. By using RCP-SSP’s, the
IPCC oòers amore robust narrative to help understand how diòerent
actions can aòect future climate change impacts. In terms of future
global warming, the diòerent scenarios suggest that compared to 1850-
1900, global surface temperature averaged over 2081-2100 is very likely
to be higher by 1.0-1.8°C under the very low greenhouse gas emissions
scenario (SSP1-1.9), by 2.1-3.5°C in the intermediate scenario (SSP2-4.5)
and by 3.3-5.7°C under the very high greenhouse gas emissions scenario
(SSP5-8.5) (Lee et al. 2021). hese projections have a narrower uncer-
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Figure 1 – Global temperature change relative to 1850-1900. Bands
show the ‘very likely range for SSP3-7.0 and SSP1-2.6. Taken from
the Summary for Policymakers (taken from IPCC 2021)

tainty range compared to previous assessment reports, but run slightly
hotter. Figure 1 illustrates the range of possible future climate change.

he scenarios indicate that we are likely to not meet the target set
by the Paris agreement. In fact, according to most of the scenarios pre-
sented in the sixth assessment report, we will reach the 1.5°C threshold
already in the 2030s. In order to limit global warming to 1.5°C, green-
house gas emissions need to be cut by 45% by 2030, compared to 2019
levels (Lee et al. 2021). his could only be achieved through “rapid
and far-reaching transitions in energy, land, urban infrastructure (in-
cluding transport and buildings) and industrial systems” (IPCC 2018,
p.15). Already proven eòective solutions need to be supported, and novel
radical solutions need to be explored. However, we are currently not
seeing the necessary changes. his will have severe consequences for hu-
man and ecological systems. A future with global warming will include
�oods, droughts, famine, con�ict, and collapse of ecosystems. Climate
change will evidently pose risks to health, livelihoods, food security,
water supply, human security, and economic growth. Importantly, while
climate change is a global problem, diòerent factors in�uence how we
experience it. For example, “a decrease in annual rainfall may not be
a huge loss to American homeowners with municipal water supplied
to their home, but the same decrease could be devastating to a subsis-
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tence farmer in Africa” (Hartzell-Nichols 2011, p. 689). his example
illustrates diòerences in vulnerability to climate change.

Worth noting is that even a small relative temperature increase can
have dire consequences; at 1.5°C warming there is a projected decline of
coral reefs by 70-90%, at 2°C warming, this ûgure is over 99% (IPCC
2018). his collapse can be explained in terms of the system having
reached its tipping point. Other potential future large-scale tipping
points concern the Amazon rainforest, the Greenland Ice Sheet, the
West Antarctic Ice Sheet and the AtlanticOcean circulation, to mention
a few. It has been proposed that if a tipping point in one of these sys-
tems is reached, it will aòect other systems too, potentially leading to a
“global cascade of tipping points” that could throw us into a permanent
“hothouse climate state” (Lenton et al. 2019). he likelihood and timing
of reaching such tipping points is very uncertain, but if global emissions
of greenhouse gases go towards the higher emission scenarios and we
end up with three degrees of global warming or more by the end of the
century, the risks of reaching one or several of large-scale tipping points
increase.

Responses to climate change

here are diòerent societal responses to climate change, and the two
that have been paid themost attention are climate changemitigation
(herea�er mitigation) and climate change adaptation (herea�er adap-
tation). In addition to these, other approaches to respond to climate
change have been proposed, including measures to reduce the amount
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (called carbon dioxide removal)
or changing the amount of sunlight that reaches the Earth (called solar
radiation management). Such approaches are commonly grouped to-
gether under the umbrella term ‘geoengineering’, although other terms
such as ‘climate intervention’ have been proposed (National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2021). Similar to mitigation,
these are ways to limit climate change itself. In fact, carbon dioxide
removal is thought to be necessary to limit global warming to 1.5°C by
the end of this century (IPCC 2018). While geoengineering might allow
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us to buy time, and possibly allow us to respond to a climate emergency,
there are several reasons for being cautious in seeing it as a solution
to climate change (Hamilton 2013). For example, the technology and
institutional frameworks to implement geoengineering at the neces-
sary scale are simply not available in the foreseeable future. Moreover,
these large-scalemeasures can have unknown consequences that could
pose greater risks than those that they address (National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, andMedicine 2021). While questions of geo-
engineering and the ethics surrounding it indeed are important, further
exploration of them is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Mitigation are those actions that reduce the rate of climate change, by
means of reducing emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other green-
house gases. Mitigation of climate change can be achieved through
transforming our energy, transportation, and construction systems and
moving away from carbon-intense processes, and thus limiting emis-
sions (IPCC 2018). In addition to this, each one of us can contribute, for
example through limiting our consumption or choosing more climate-
friendly goods and services.1 While there is agreement on what needs
to be done, distributing responsibility for mitigation has been a topic
ofmuch discussion both in international climate negotiation and the
climate ethics literature (see e.g. Gardiner et al. 2010, Adger et al. 2017).
he UNFCCC endorses the principle of ‘common but diòerentiated
responsibility’, according to which:

[t]he Parties should protect the climate system for the bene-
ût of present and future generations of humankind, on the
basis of equity and in accordance with their common but

1Some have argued that individuals do not have a moral duty to mitigate, as any one’s
individual emissions are insuõcient to cause climate change. I believe this view ismistaken.
Studieshave shown that it is possible to determine that the lifetime emissions of 3.3 “average
Americans” will cause one access death globally between 2020 and 2100. Moreover, the
social cost of carbon for the same “average American” has been calculated to range from
$19000 to $110000 (Broome 2012). Regardless of where on this range it falls, it seems that
our emissions do indeed cause signiûcant harm. Moreover, even if it was unlikely that our
emissions cause any signiûcant harm, the fact that they might can be considered reason
enough for us to mitigate, at least in situations where other easily available alternatives
exist (Hiller 2011).
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diòerentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities
(UNFCCC 1992, Article 3.1).

his principle has been interpreted in several ways. In the climate jus-
tice discourse, three moral principles have been derived from it: the
polluter pays principle, the beneûciary pays principle, and the ability to
pay principle (Hayward 2012). he polluter pays principle is broadly a
principle of historic responsibility and determines responsibility in line
with agents’ contribution to the problem (Heyward 2021). he principle
has been criticised on the basis of it being wrong to penalise those who
have emitted in the past without knowing that they did anything wrong.
Moreover,many of those who have polluted are dead and cannot bear
any responsibility (Hayward 2012). However, it seems intuitively right
that those who have caused the build-up of CO2 in the atmosphere
should bear the costs, and furthermore, the overlap between countries
with historical and contemporary high levels of emissions is large. he
beneûciary pays principle on the other hand suggests that those who
have beneûtted from excess emissions should bear the costs of climate
action. he beneûciary pays “maintain connection with causal responsi-
bility by allowing that past polluters can be deemed to have bequeathed
liabilities to those who have been advantaged today by past emissions”
(ibid, p.842). Yet, it has been suggested as unfair to assume that liability
can apply retrospectively and be inherited. he third alternative is pro-
posed inwhich responsibility is not based on causality but on being able
to pay. his circumvents the challenges of the previous two principles,
but can lead to “perverse incentives if the ecologically eõcient are ef-
fectively required to subsidise polluters” (ibid). While disagreement on
the topic continues, necessary action is absent and transformation to a
zero-emission society is, at best, happening slowly. A�er a temporary de-
crease during the pandemic year 2020, emissions have continued to rise
(Tollefsen 2021). As long as economic growth is the ruling paradigm and
binding international agreements are lacking, there is a signiûcant risk
that climate changemitigation will not be as far-reaching as is needed.

his means adaptation becomes increasingly important. Adaptation
can be deûned as “the process of adjustment to actual or expected climate
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and its eòects, in order to moderate harm or exploit beneûcial oppor-
tunities” (IPCC 2022a, p. 2898). For a long time in the climate change
discourse, it was considered as defeatist or distractive to raise questions
of adaptation (Schipper 2006). As it has been becoming increasingly
evident that mitigation will prove insuõcient to prevent climate change,
however,more andmore attention has been paid to adaptation. Since
the sixteenth Conference of the Parties (COP16) in Cancun in 2010,
adaptation has been recognised as needing eòorts equal to mitigation
(UNFCCC 2010). Whilemitigation and geoengineering refer to actions
aimed at preventing or limiting climate change and global warming,
adaptation refers to actions directed towards successfully living with
the environmental changes associated with climate change (Heyward
2017). Adaptation can be reactive or proactive, and in this thesis I will
be focusing on the latter.

Generally, adaptation is context-dependent and adaptivemeasures
are o�en diversiûed to address particular risks arising from climate
change. Adaptation to climate change includes measures such as: in-
stalling cooling systems for the elderly in the face ofmore frequent heat
waves, breeding new crop varieties that are better equipped to meet
changing temperature and precipitation patterns, vaccinating against
diseases and distributing mosquito nets, or building dikes and levees
to protect against rising sea levels. Historically, adaptation has been
focused on adjustment against external problems that climate change
gives rise to. his is known as incremental adaptation, and is deûned
by the IPCC as “adaptation that maintains the essence and integrity
of a system or process at a given scale” (IPCC 2022a, p. 2899). In re-
cent years, it has been suggested that incremental adaptation fails to
recognise that adaptation takes place in a political context, where some
groups are better equipped to shape and utilise adaptation policy and
measures. In the light of this, transformational adaptation has been pro-
posed as an alternative strategy. Transformational adaptation is deûned
by the IPCC as “adaptation that changes the fundamental attributes of a
social-ecological system in anticipation of climate change and its impact”
(IPCC 2022a, p. 2899). A central idea of transformational adaptation is
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that if the goal of adaptation is to minimise harm, this can be achieved
by reducing vulnerability and increasing adaptive capacity, instead of (or
in addition to) facilitating incremental adjustment to climate change.

Another concept that increasingly has been discussed in relation
to amore holistic understanding of what adaptation should involve is
resilience. Resilience is deûned as “the capacity of interconnected social,
economic and ecological systems to cope with a hazardous event, trend
or disturbance, responding or reorganising in ways that maintain their
essential function, identity and structure” (IPCC 2022a, pp. 2920-2921).
Resilience can be assessed at the country level, but also at the levels of
the community, household, and individual (Doorn 2017). Some view
adaptation and resilience planning as more or less synonymous and
facing the same challenges (see e.g. Byskov et al. 2021), while others
see a potential con�ict between the goals of adaptation and of resilience
building (see e.g. Heyward 2017).2

Regardless of how adaptation is framed, the need for itwill be greater
themore global mean temperatures are rising, as will the likelihood that
adaptation fails to eliminate the risks that climate change poses. When
adaptation fails to protect people against climate change, they are le�
withwhat is known as loss and damage (Page andHeyward 2016). At this
stage, yet another potential response to climate change can be actualised,
namely compensation. his is another discourse which is beyond the
scope of this thesis. he conditions that canhinder adaptation are known
as constraints and barriers. Adaptation constraints are “factors thatmake
it harder to plan and implement adaptation actions? (Klein et al. 2014,
p.907). Constraints include: knowledge, awareness, and technology; the
physical environment; biological tolerances; economic factors; ûnancial
factors; human resources; social and cultural factors; and governance
and institutional processes (Klein et al. 2014). It has been pointed
out that barriers can in principle be overcome with concerted eòort,
creative management, change of thinking, prioritisation, and related
shi�s in resources, land uses, institutions, etc. (Moser and Ekstrom

2I will elaborate onthe concepts of resilience in section 5, and incremental and transforma-
tional adaptation in section 6.
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2010). Limits to adaptation have been deûned as “the point at which an
actor’s objectives or system’s needs cannot be secured from intolerable
risks through adaptive actions” (Klein et al. 2014, p.907). However, as
has been pointed out byDow et al. (2013), planned andwell-thought-out
decision-making may shi� adaptation limits.

4. Adaptation to sea level rise

he particular climate change impact that this thesis is focused on is
global mean sea level rise, which can be attributed to the thermal ex-
pansion of warming oceans and themelting of land-based ice. At this
point, themain contributor is themelting of land-based ice, primarily
in Antarctica and on Greenland (IPCC 2019b, p.55). he current rate of
global sea level rise has beenmeasured to be twice as high as the last cen-
tury, in which sea levels rose by 0.17 m, which in turn was higher than
the century before that, providing evidence of acceleration (USGCRP
2018).3 he global scientiûc community agrees that it is virtually certain
that sea levels will continue to rise over the 21st century (Fox-Kemper
et al. 2021). In fact, sea levels are likely to continue rising and remain
elevated long a�er emission rates have gone down, at least for centuries
and perhaps even for millennia. his is called the “commitment to sea
level rise” andmeans that there will be a need to plan for continuously
rising sea levels (Nicholls 2011).

he projections of a future rise in the global mean sea level is depen-
dent onwhich future emissions scenario is assumed (Oppenheimer et al.
2019). he IPCC states that relative to 1995-2014, the likely global mean
sea level rise by 2100 is 0.28-0.55 m under the very low greenhouse gas
emissions scenario (SSP1-1.9), 0.32-0.62 m under the low greenhouse
gas emissions scenario (SSP1-2.6), 0.44-0.76 m under the intermediate
greenhouse gas emissions scenario (SSP2-4.5), and 0.63-1.01m under the

3here are of course local variations to sea level change. In some places the relative sea
level rise will be lower due to land rise, and in others it will be higher due to subsiding
land. Local and regional variations must be explored in order to be prepared for future
challenges.
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Figure 2 – Projected global mean sea level rise until 2150 under
diòerent Shared Socio-economic Pathway (SSP) scenarios (taken
from Fox-Kemper et al. 2021)

very high greenhouse gas emissions scenario (SSP5-8.5) (Fox-Kemper
et al. 2021). Figure 2 illustrates this, and shows likely ranges of sea level
rise for the diòerent scenarios until 2150. Note that when the IPCC says
that something is likely, this means that they estimate that there is a 66%
probability that the true outcome will fall within this range. hus, the
IPCC projections does not exclude sea level rise going beyond this level,
even though these ranges are o�en misinterpreted as representing an
upper limit. his is signiûcant as the IPCC projections are known for
being scientiûcally conservative and other assessments providemuch
higher numbers (Steòen et al. 2018; Sweet et al 2017). Bamber et al.
(2019) suggest that sea level rise exceeding 2 meters by 2100 is within
the 90% uncertainty bounds for a high emission scenario, and that it
would be wise to start planning for this.

hese higher projections o�en assign a greater importance to the
melting of land-based ice, particularly on Antarctica and Greenland. It
is alarming that there has been a three-fold increase in mass loss from
the Antarctic ice sheet over the period 2007-2016 relative to 1997-2006
(IPCC 2019a, p.10). Scientists fear that irreversible processes that will
speed up this mass loss and lead to signiûcantly higher sea level rise
have been initiated; Lenton et al. (2019) point to research indicating that
both the Amundsen Sea Embayment in West Antarctica andWilkes
Land in East Antarcticamight have reached their tipping points, and
that these sectors may collapse, alone causing a total of up to 7 meters
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of sea level rise. Such a collapsemay take several millennia, but it might
also go much faster. Looking further ahead, the risk of amuch higher
increase in global mean sea levels increases. he IPCC states that with
so-calledmarine ice cliò instability taken into consideration, it cannot
be excluded that sea levels rise by 16 m until 2300 (Fox-Kemper et al.
2021).

he eòects of sea level rise include �ooding, erosion and land loss,
saltwater intrusion and higher water tables (IPCC 2018). his will nega-
tively aòect the large share of the world’s population that live in coastal
areas. When global mean sea levels are rising, coastal areas become
more vulnerable to extreme events. Extreme �oods that historically
have occurred once a century in the recent past, may now become a
yearly occurrence in many places (Fox-Kemper et al. 2021). Globally,
an estimated 20 million people live below normal high tide levels and
over 200 million are vulnerable to �ooding during extreme sea level
events produced by storms (Nicholls 2011). Other estimates state that by
2100, sea level rise threatens to displace 72-187million peopleworldwide
(Hino et al. 2017). IPCC points to historic patterns in demographics and
settlement, as well as anthropogenic subsidence, as important factors
behind the exposure and vulnerability of those living in coastal zones
(IPCC 2019b).

Across the globe, people have been implementing a range of adapta-
tion responses, however, this has mostly been reactive to current coastal
risk or experienced disasters. As sea levels continue to rise, there will
be an increasing need for actions to address changing sea levels. Com-
mon measures taken to manage sea level rise include hard protection,
sediment-based protection, ecosystem-based adaptation, coastal accom-
modation, coastal advance, and retreat, either as planned relocation or
forced displacement (IPCC 2019a). An example of hard protection is to
build seawalls to prevent the sea from reaching areas at risk from �ood-
ing. Sediment-based protection includes beach nourishment in which
sand is pumped from the bottom of the sea onto beaches to prevent
coastal erosion. Ecosystem-based adaptation includes the restoration
and maintenance of mangrove forests and coastal reefs. An example
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of coastal accommodation is to build houses on stilts. Coastal advance
means the creation of new land by building into the sea. Coastal re-
treat, or managed retreat can be deûned as ‘the application of coastal
zonemanagement andmitigation tools designed to move existing and
planned development out of the path of eroding coastlines and coastal
hazards” (Hino et al. 2017, p. 364). Coastal retreat has up until now been
quite unusual4, but it has been used for the purpose of creating new
wetland habitats (IPCC 2019a). hesemeasures have in common that
they largely concern making changes in the natural or physical environ-
ment and are typically managed at a local or regional level. Adaptation
to sea level rise is thus o�en an issue in urban and regional planning
(Hurlimann et al. 2014).

he above-mentioned adaptation strategies diòer in terms of po-
tential eòectiveness, advantages, co-beneûts, drawbacks, economic ef-
ûciency and governance challenges (for an overview, see IPCC 2019a,
p.33). he barriers of adaptation will thus not just be technical (Hinkel
et al. 2018). Storbjörk andHedrén (2011) found that adaptation to sea
level rise in Sweden was challenged by the lack of vertical adminis-
trative interaction, the lack of coherent regulations, procedures, and
policy for managing coastal erosion between national, regional and
local administrations, and tensions between diòerent policy-agendas,
political priorities and values. In article 1, which builds on interviews
with Swedish planners,many of these challenges are echoed.

In the face of long-term adaptation planning, the diòerent adapta-
tion approaches all “have important and synergistic roles to play in an
integrated and sequenced response to sea level rise” (IPCC 2019b, p.57).
Societies will most likely need to implement a number of adaptation
measures in the face of sea level rise, but deciding how to combine and
implement context-speciûc and integrated adaptation options that man-
age to balance costs, beneûts and trade-oòs of available options and that
can be adjusted over time, presents societies with signiûcant challenges

4Coastal retreat is highly controversial today but will most likely become a necessary
adaptation strategy in the future. In article 5, I discuss managed retreat as an example of
an unfeasible adaptation approach.
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(IPCC 2019a). here is a need to formulate and implement adaptation
to sea level rise sooner rather than later, especially as many decisions
made today, for example developing land or building infrastructure, can
have consequences ranging many decades or centuries into the future.

5. Adaptation is political

In the remaining sections of this ‘kappa’, up until the conclusion, I will
discuss a set of philosophical issues of relevance to adaptation. To begin
with, it is important to highlight that ethical concerns are central in
adaptation. his becomes clear when turning to the case of adaptation
to sea level rise, which to the greater part will consist of formulating
and implementing urban and regional planning policies. Planning is
guided by values, which are displayed in various policies or planning
approaches. Moreover, planning involves making choices in contexts
characterised by complexity and uncertainty, which indicates that most
aspects of planning relate to ethical concerns (Campbell 2012). For this
reason, Upton (2002) suggests that planning should be understood as
a complex form of applied ethics, a spatial ethics. Adaptation to sea
level rise, being largely concerned with the physical environment, can
thus be seen as a spatial ethics, realised through the implementation of
public policy. Adaptation should therefore also be considered a political
process.

It is important to be aware that not only climate change poses ethical
problems that adaptation can help solve, but that diòerent adaptation
approaches can raise unique ethical concerns: for example, hard pro-
tection can bring high costs and cause negative ecological impacts and
equity concerns, while managed retreat can involve the loss of sense
and cultural identity and impact on receiving communities (Klein et
al. 2014). here are ample examples where costs and beneûts of adap-
tation are unjustly distributed. For example, when limited funds are
invested in areas of high economic value or political interest to a sig-
niûcantly greater extent than poorer peripheral areas (Pelling 2011), or
when investment in expensive green resilience infrastructures cause
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increased gentriûcationswhich push out poor households from resilient
neighbourhoods (Byskov et al. 2021). In these cases, adaptation that
is positive to some ends up as maladaptation for others (Eriksen et al.
2015).

To avoid this, it is important to recognise that climate change and
adaptation policy do not operate in a vacuum, but existing social struc-
tures impact how we are aòected by climate change and responses to it
(Adger et al. 2006). In fact, it has been argued to be “deeply problematic
to distance adaptation from the drivers of vulnerability, or to see adapta-
tion as a programor a policy process delinked from how other aspects of
societal change take place” (Eriksen et al. 2015, p. 526). Vulnerability is
deûned by the IPCC as “the propensity or predisposition to be adversely
aòected” (IPCC 2022a, p. 2927). Numerous factors such as gender, race,
class, age, and other attributes in�uence how we experience and face
climate change. As these attributes intersect, multiple identities and
levels of vulnerability in the face of climate change are created (Lau et al.
2021). Adaptation needs to understand this broader political reality of
climate change to avoidmaladaptation,where adaptive actions reinforce
or enhance existing inequalities.

In the context of understanding adaptation as a political process
which needs to take on amore holistic approach, a resilience perspective
has increasingly been promoted. Building resilience seeks to enhance
communities’ social, human, natural, physical and ûnancial capacities
to cope with and recover from the impacts of climate change. he term
resiliencewas originally used in the context of ecological systems, but in
recent years, resilience has gained increased attention in climate change
policy and discourse (Doorn 2017). A resilience perspective can arguably
contribute with:

a shi� from short-term, incremental, project-focused and
reactive approaches towards a kind of planning that is long-
term, transformative, holistic and forward-looking. For
example, �ood adaptation strategies that are informed by
resilience thinking encompass a range of actions for reduc-
ing risks (such as analysing hazard probability, exposure
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and vulnerability) before �ood events as well as enhanc-
ing preparation, response and recovery capacities for when
a �ood occurs through various environmental, ûnancial,
social and political mechanisms (Mehryar 2022).

A resilience perspective thus presents a holistic perspective of adapta-
tion, focusing on enhancing diòerent factors that make society better
prepared to handle climate change. However, in taking a systems-based
resilience approach there is a risk that adaptation policy is framed in
such away that important inequalities and trade-oòs, or the distribution
of resilience winners and losers within the system are neglected. For
example, eòorts to enhance �ood resilience in cities like Manila and
Jakarta have led to the forced relocation of informal settlements and the
disruption of residents’ livelihoods (Meerow et al. 2019). Adaptation
policy needs to consider how to promote resilience of the system as
a whole, but in a way that does not enhance injustices for the most
vulnerable.

6. Incremental and transformational adaptation

Historically, adaptation has primarily been focused on addressing the
external threats that climate change poses. his is known as incremen-
tal adaptation. As the understanding of the political situatedness of
adaptation has increased, the concept of transformational adaptation,
meaning adaptation that addresses underlying social structures through
which inequalities are reproduced, is increasingly discussed. Such an
understanding of adaptation typically does not view adaptation “as a
single decision or measure, but as a social processwherein social and po-
litical relations shape the simultaneous management of diverse changes,
many of which are not driven directly or consciously by climate change”
(Eriksen et al. 2015, p. 524). Whether one believes adaptation should
seek to bemore incremental or transformational has an eòect on how
adaptation policies are formed and directed.

he distinction between these incremental and transformational
forms of adaptation was originally presented by Mark Pelling (2011),
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who proposed a typology with three understandings of adaptation, dif-
fering in how far-reaching their goals are. Adjustment adaptation is
about “putting out ûres” and coping, while transformational adaptation
promotes deeper systematic change in public and private organisations.
Reformist adaptation occupies amiddle ground between the other two.
Incremental adaptation involves “marginal changes in infrastructure,
institutions and practices that foster �exibility and fulûl capacity while
not directly threatening systems integrity” (Pelling et al. 2015, p. 117).
Examples of incremental adaptation includemost kinds of physical adap-
tation, such as the construction of sea-walls or levees, but also revision
of land-use planning legislation or improved application of building
standards regulations. Incremental adaptation has the implicit goal of
protecting status quo, whereas transformational adaptation has an addi-
tional goal of addressing governance, socio-economic inequalities and
other aspects of vulnerability to further justice. Transformational adapta-
tion could include “new social contracts and new relationships of power
e.g. by gender, class, or ethnicity that surface alternative development
priorities, preferences and pathways” (ibid).

here are advantages and disadvantages of incremental adjustment
and transformation respectively. Incremental adjustment can enable
gradual reorganisation without major systemic disruption. However,
in emphasising business-as-usual, it does not allow for challenges to
the underlying values and assumptions that give rise to systemic vul-
nerability. he strengths of transformational adaptation on the other
hand is that it opens new areas of policy response, which in the end
can lead to more social justice and sustainable development. Possible
downsides include that transformational change risks undermining the
stability of economies, ecosystems or societies, and in doing this can
cause high costs as the system reaches new equilibrium, in the short
term potentially especially for marginalised groups (ibid). However,
given the seeming impossibility to address climate change within exist-
ing systems,more andmore arrive at the conclusion that transformation
is necessary.
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For some time, transformative adaptation was seen as a radical ap-
proach, and it was paid limited attention in the climate policy discourse
(Heyward 2017). However, the importance of transformation is high-
lighted as a focus area of the IPCC sixth assessment report. he diõculty
of addressing climate change within existing institutional frameworks
has thus been acknowledged even in themainstream, and the need to
analyse and address how existing institutions reproduce power asym-
metries and vulnerabilities has been recognised. hemain implication
of this is that the range of adaptation options is substantially broadened
beyond technical solutions that seek to “solve” climate change problems.
While it might be impossible, or at least diõcult to promote transforma-
tional adaptation from within existing structures and institutions, for
example as amunicipal planner working with adaptation to sea level
rise, there is still value in understanding how adaptation can be used to
address broader issues of social justice. his is discussed in article 4.

7. Dimensions of justice in adaptation

Having identiûed the need to further social justice, the question arises
of what an account of justice in adaptation planning should include.
David Schlosberg (2007) has suggested a widely accepted framework
for climate justice that consists of distributional, recognitional, and
procedural aspects of justice. his framework has been adopted by the
IPCC (2022b) who state:

he term climate justice, while used in diòerent ways in
diòerent contexts by diòerent communities, generally in-
cludes three principles: distributive justice which refers to
the allocation of burdens and beneûts among individuals,
nations and generations; procedural justice which refers
to who decides and participates in decision-making; and
recognition which entails basic respect and robust engage-
ment with and fair consideration of diverse cultures and
perspectives.
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In this section, I will explain what these dimensions of justice require
from adaptation. Central questions in the philosophical discourse on
distributive justice include what themost appropriatemode of distri-
bution is, and what the unit to be distributed should be. Suggested
principles for a just distribution involve egalitarian principles that pre-
scribe that each person is given an equal amount of resources, Rawlsian
diòerence principles that allow inequality as long as the least well-oò
are beneûtted, and utilitarian principles that would promote aggregate
welfaremaximisation (Robyens and Byskov 2020). While these princi-
ples typically are developed as objectives to be adhered to in an ideal
world, adaptation planning is a response to a very non-ideal situation.
Real-world adaptation planning is characterised by tension between
actions that are urgently required, what is feasible given constraints of
time and resources, and what may be required and desirable by justice
ideals (Byskov et al. 2021). It is therefore unlikely that adaptation will
live up to strict justice ideals. Instead, bottom-up principles of justice
should be formulated to ensure a just distribution of costs and beneûts
of adaptation. In article 4, I discuss what an account of justice would
require to achieve a gender-sensitive adaptation.

Unfortunately, there aremany real-world examples of how adapta-
tion measures have enhanced rather than lessened social inequity. To
avoid situations like these, adaptation planning should explicitly aim to
promote “equitable access to goods and infrastructure, environmental
amenities, services, and economic opportunities” (Meerow et al. 2019,
p. 797). Concretely, social goods to be distributed range from:

increased utility gained from better-adapted infrastructure,
such as an urban park with plenty of shaded areas, to indi-
vidual ûnancial gains associated with better adapted �ood
risk management in residential areas, and to social goods
such as increased community cohesion in a neighbourhood
as a result of regular wildûre preparedness training exer-
cises to increase adaptive capacity. (Fünfgeld and Schmid
2020, p. 442).
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Distributive justice concerns also need to consider potential drawbacks
of adaptation, e.g., so that negative externalities of adaptation measures
do not have a disproportionately negative impact on vulnerable popula-
tions.5

In recent decades, the justice discourse has widened beyond a nar-
row interest in distribution. By focusing solely on determining optimal
schemes or models for distribution there is a risk that social, cultural,
and institutional patterns and contexts that reproduce or enhance injus-
tices are overlooked (Young 1990). In the light of this, the questions of
recognitional justice have been integrated into the climate justice dis-
course. Recognitional justice refers to the equal acknowledgement and
respect of diòerent identities and associated social status (Schlosberg
2007). Recognitional injustices are expressed through the institutions
(beliefs, norms, culture, language) that shape group diòerences and
determine distributions (Young 1990). Nancy Fraser (1997) suggests that
there are threemain kinds ofmisrecognition: (1) cultural domination,
(2) nonrecognition, or being rendered invisible, and (3) broad disrespect,
or being routinely stereotyped or maligned in public or cultural repre-
sentations. In the climate change context, the Alliance of Small Island
States (AOSIS) can illustrate what it means to bemisrecognised, as the
organisation’s attempts to bring attention to the existential threat of sea
level rise they are facing, continuously are unrecognised and rendered
invisible in climate change negotiations (Schlosberg 2012).

5Questions of this kind has long been a focus of environmental justice scholarship and
activism. Environmental justice grew as a ûeld during the 1980s, with a focus on the
inequitable distribution of climate risk and governmental protection (Schlosberg and
Collins 2014). heWarren County case, where the question of the exposure of environ-
mental hazards on poorer communities of colour was raised, is commonly seen as a
foundational moment for themovement on environmental justice (Hourdequin 2021). In
the 2000s, the environmental justicemovement broadened its scope to include climate
change hazards, A�erHurricaneKatrina in 2005, the BlackCongressionalCaucus released
a report on the potential injustice of climate change namedAfricanAmericans and Climate
Change: An Unequal Burden. his raised three issues: that African-Americans were seen
as disproportionately burdened by existing injustices, that African-Americans are less
responsible for climate change than other Americans, and that climate policies have the
potential to either generate beneûts for vulnerable communities or add on to their burden
(Schlosberg and Collins 2014).
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In the context of adaptation planning, eòorts to enhance recogni-
tional justice should focus on “(1) acknowledging community members’
diòerent intersecting identities (e.g. race, gender, class, and age), (2)
recognising that these identities are shaped by historical injustices and
can shape individual vulnerability to shocks and stresses, ability to access
resources, and capacity to participate in decision-making, and (3) foster-
ing respect for diòerent groups” (Meerow et al. 2019, p. 797). he need to
understand how injustices are reproduced by social structures resonates
with the values of transformational adaptation. However, recognition
alone is insuõcient. Adger et al. (2011, p. 21) argues that “communi-
ties require processes that give them some locus of control over their
destinies as part of a recognition of identity and place.” Recognition
thus needs to be converted into procedural justice, which addresses
institutional processes and decision-making procedures (Young 1990,
pp.19-20).

It is well-documented that while climate change will hit the vulnera-
ble the hardest, their voices are heard the least in adaptation processes
(Martinich 2013). As individuals arguably have a right to in�uence
over policies that will have an impact on them, adaptation planning
should not only be evaluated in terms of outcomes but also in terms of
whether vulnerable groups have power or capability to in�uence adap-
tation decisions (Holland 2017). his is amatter of procedural justice.
To promote procedural justice, adaptation planning ought to build on
equitable participation in decision-making processes, concretely mean-
ing public participation in the development of adaptation plans and
eòorts to increase ongoing public participation, and speciûc outreach
to marginalised groups that o�en are underrepresented in traditional
public engagement processes (Meerow et al. 2019). While processes
of public participation are costly both in terms of time and ûnancial
resources, there are bothmoral and pragmatic reasons for implementing
them. Researchers have argued that we should strengthen capacities
of lower levels of government to enable these processes so that those
who are aòected by climate change and sea level rise should have a say
in adaptation decisions that concern them (Head 2014; Hurlimann et
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al. 2014). As such, procedural justice can be seen as an expression of
recognitional justice, which in turn can lead to more just outcomes, and
more just adaptation overall.

8. A capabilities approach for just adaptation

As I have argued in the previous sections, adaptation is not merely about
seeking to protect individuals and communities against climate hazards,
but there is a greater transformational potential to further social justice
through adaptation practices and processes. An important question
is how it is possible to operationalise justice concerns in adaptation
planning. One answer is that the goal of adaptation should be to further
individual’s ability to lead the life that they have reason to value. In
the context of adaptation planning, the capabilities approach has been
promoted as a promising normative framework for achieving this goal
(see e.g. Schlosberg 2012; Kronlid 2014; Doorn 2017).

In brief, the capabilities approach builds on two ideas: ûrst that the
freedom to achieve well-being is ethically signiûcant, and second, that
this freedom is to be understood in terms of people’s capabilities, i.e.,
“their real opportunities to do and be what they have reason to value”
(Robeyns and Byskov 2021). Originally articulated by Amartya Sen and
further developed by Martha Nussbaum and others, the capabilities ap-
proach suggests that justice should not focus on distributive ideals, since
resources primarily are important in how they enable us to function.
From that follows that injustice is found in the limitation of capabilities
necessary for being able to function (Schlosberg 2012).

Two central concepts in the capabilities approach are functionings
and capabilities. On the one hand, functionings refer to a person’s
achieved beings and doings, such as being mobile, learning, being
healthy, and playing. Capabilities, on the other hand, refer to a per-
son’s various opportunities to achieve such beings and doings (Kronlid
2014). he ability for an individual to turn capabilities into functionings
depends on various conversion factors that are internal and external
to them. his conceptual framework can help in explaining whether a
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person has the opportunities to lead a life that they have reason to value,
which can help in furthering justice in adaptation planning. For exam-
ple, the capabilities approach can be of use in identifying and showing
diòerences in needs of individuals and communities in the context of
climate change (Brackel et al. 2021). hrough doing this, a capabilities
approach can also aid in justifying additional government support for
more vulnerable groups and as such promote just outcomes (ibid). he
capabilities approach also addresses procedural injustice, e.g. through
highlighting “control over one’s environment” as a central capability
(Nussbaum 2011).

As such, the capabilities approach seems a valuable framework for
furthering justice in adaptation planning. However, it has been sug-
gested that the capabilities approach fails to account for concerns beyond
the community’s boundaries, such as environmental integrity (Brackel
et al. 2021). While it might be the case that the capabilities approach is
typically anthropocentric, there is room within the approach to raise
environmental concerns instrumentally. Schlosberg points out that “hu-
man needs and capabilities depend directly on the environment, and
our impact on the global climate is creating and/or exacerbating a range
of vulnerabilities” (Schlosberg 2012). We would not be able to live a full
and healthy life under substantial climate change with impacts such as
heatwaves, expansion of diseases, and impacts on agriculture and food
security. herefore, sustainable development has been suggested as a
“meta-capability” that enables other capabilities (Holland 2017).

9. Intergenerational justice and temporal discounting

he impacts of climate change and sea level rise will last for centuries,
if not millennia. Climate change will not only aòect people currently
living, but also have a signiûcant impact on future generations, thus
raising questions of intergenerational justice.

First, onemust ask if we at all have duties to care for (remote) future
generations. Some have turned to Derek Parût’s non-identity problem
to argue that we do not (Caney 2021). he argument states that the
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decisions we make today will aòect who will be born in the future.
Whatever approach we take to climate change will thus lead to diòerent
populations being alive in the future, and as such, no future population
can be argued to be worse-oò than they would have been had we acted
diòerently (ibid). his argument builds on a narrow person-aòecting
point of view of ethics,whichmany, including myself, are not persuaded
by. It is possible to argue that there is a duty to act in such a way that life
in the futuremeets certain standards, regardless of who will be living
in it. However, there are broader understandings of intergenerational
justice, in which injustice does not require someone being worse oò
than they otherwise would have been. Much has been written on this
topic, which I will not cover in this thesis. I will merely state that even
if one remains sceptical towards the idea that we have duties towards
distant future generations,most people have the intuition that we have
moral duties to near future generations, including those of our children.
his may in turn suõce for motivating climate action, as climate change
will have severe impacts even in this century.

he idea that we have duties to care for future generations is re-
�ected in the in�uential concept of ‘sustainable development.’ hemost
established deûnition of the term states that “sustainable development is
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED 1987).
his idea has o�en translated into restrictions on how we use ûnite
resources so that there will be enough le� for future generations. If we
accept the goal of sustainable development, we have a duty to make sure
that climate change does not aòect howwell future generations canmeet
their needs. But what exactly does this involve? In the climate change
discourse, there is a debate on exactly how much we are expected to
leave for future generations, both in terms of natural resources and in
terms of the remaining carbon budget.6 Some propose a suõcientar-

6he total or remaining carbon budget can be understood as “themaximum amount of
cumulative net global anthropogenic CO2 emissions that would result in limiting global
warming to a given level with a given probability, taking into account the eòect of other
anthropogenic climate forcers” (IPCC 2022a).
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ian account which state that we are allowed to leave future generations
worse-oò than us as long as they are above a certain threshold, some
favour intergenerational egalitarianism where relevant goods should be
distributed equally across generations, and some favour strict utilitarian
accounts where relevant goods are distributed so thet they maximise
utility over time (Brülde and Duus-Otterström 2015). Others propose
more far-reaching accounts of intergenerational justice, suggesting that
we should leave future generations better oò by a certain proportion,
or even that we have a duty to enable the best possible life for future
generations to be able to �ourish (hompson and Bendrik-Keymer,
2012).7

hese principles of intergenerational justice aim to provide guidance
in issues of distribution of goods and welfare over time. his issue is
also of prime importance when economists discuss climate change, and
optimal rates of implementing cuts in emissions. In this discourse, a
central concept is ‘temporal discounting’. Temporal discounting is an
economic term that concerns how we should compare future beneûts
with present costs (Anthoò et al. 2010). Applying a temporal discount
ratemeans that events happening in the future,whether they are positive
or negative, are considered less signiûcant in decision-making. his
does not mean that economists consider a hurricane in 100 years less
bad than a hurricane in a year’s time, just that it is worth spending more
resources to prevent the hurricane closer in time (Brülde and Duus-
Otterström 2015). here are diòerent reasons for us discounting future
events, that are in linewith how people typicallymake their choices. For
example, when asked to choose between a large sum ofmoney today
and the same amount (or even a slightly larger amount) ofmoney in in
a year,most people would choose the former (Broome 2012). his could
be because we believe we will be richer in the future and not need the
money, that we believe that we could invest themoney and as such get

7Some have suggested that there is a need to rethink adaptation to focus more on how
humanity itself can adapt in the face of climate change. Such approaches build on a
virtue ethical perspective in which our traits and characteristics are of particular moral
interest. In article 2, I discuss how it is possible to rethink adaptation planning in terms of
professional virtues, and as such build on this tradition.
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a higher return in the future, or that we rather would have themoney
now when we are there is less uncertainty regarding that we will be alive
and able to enjoy them.

To apply this phenomenon in cost-beneût analyses over time, a tem-
poral discount rate is applied. his “refers to the rate by which the claims
of future generations to resources currently held by current generations
diminishes or increases or remains constant over time” (Caney 2009).
Applying a lower (but positive) discount rate, means that the future
value of a good is greater than with a higher discount rate. For example,
“a $1000 beneût that comes in ten years isworth $905 in present dollars if
discounted at a 1 percent annual rate or $368 at a 10 percent annual rate”
(Baum and Easterling 2010). When it comes to deciding appropriate
climate action, the IPCC states that “the use of a temporal discount
rate has a crucial impact on the evaluation ofmitigation policies and
measures” (Kolstad et al. 2014).

his has famously been discussed by the economists John Nordhaus
and Nicolas Stern as they have sought to answer what the optimal level
of climate action should be. In his work on the social cost of carbon,
Nordhaus uses the discount rate of 5,5%, which leads to the conclusion
that we only need to modestly address climate change now and can
leave a large share of the burdens to future generations. In thehe Stern

Review, amuch lower discount rate is used. With the discount rate of
1.4%, widespread and immediate action to climate change is needed
(Baum and Easterling 2010). While the diòerence in interest ratemay
seem small, the impact grows over time. For example, at Stern’s discount
rate of 1,4%, 1000 kg of rice a hundred years from now isworth the same
as 247 kg of present rice. Applying Nordhaus’s discount rate of 5,5%,
means 1000 kg of rice a hundred years from now is worth the same
as only 4 kg of present rice (Broome 2012). In the context of climate
change, a lower interest ratemeans that future climate harm is seen as
more signiûcant and urgent to address.

he diòerent discount rates result from normative assumptions that
are underlying the analyses. Nordhaus argues that the best way to de-
termine the discount rate is by analysing the market. his approach,
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which has been labelled a descriptive approach, states that the temporal
discount rate should be equal to themarket discount rate. Speciûcally,
Nordhaus have suggested that society’s revealed-preference value for the
discount rate can be determined by looking at the current rate of capital
investment. his can be found by determining the rate that people will
agree to get paid in order to postpone getting paid a sum ofmoney for
a year. Stern believes the discount rate needs to be grounded in moral
reasoning and that we shouldmake sure not to discriminate against peo-
ple on the arbitrary ground of which generation they are born in. he
main reason that Stern believes we should value present goods higher
than future goods, and as such themain reason for not having zero time
preference, is that there is a possibility that humanity will go extinct for
non-climate related reasons. his approach, which roughly aligns with
utilitarianism, has been labelled a prescriptive approach.

While the prescriptive approach is based on the idea that it is wrong
to discriminate people on the basis of when they are born, critics of
prescriptive approaches argue that Stern’s assessment is un-democratic
since does not directly re�ect the market interest rate and indirectly
people’s choices. I believe this view to be mistaken, especially in as-
suming that the market interest rate captures the preferences of the
public with regards to questions that trulymatter for climate policy. For
example, revealed preference-theory assumes that our preferences are
considered, well-informed, and reasonable, which is not always the case.
In fact, they are o�en tainted by weakness of will or impatience, or are
subject to misinformation, which can have detrimental consequences
in long-term policy-making (Hausman 2011). Furthermore, there are
reasons to question how well revealed preferences are applicable for
transgenerational decision-making. Hilary Greaves (2017) points out
that themarket interest ratemight indicate how people choose to dis-
count valueswithin a single life, but not how values or utility that occurs
in later lives should be discounted.

How then should we determine a suitable temporal discount rates?
Governments arguably have duties to maximise the utility of the people
they represent (Broome 2012). In the light of this, it is not necessarily
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democratic to base policy on irrational preferences. Instead, market-
based revealed preferences could serve as form of input into political de-
liberation, and complement expert assessments. Since themarket does
not reveal the interests of future generations, it would be undemocratic
to let current populations alone determine the discount rate. A balanced
assessment building on the market as well as normative judgements,
including the concern for future generations, would be preferable.

Finally, it is important to mention that although the debate on tem-
poral discount rates has mostly addressed social cost of carbon and
hencemitigation, the discourse is also applicable to the context of adap-
tation. he beneûcial consequences of an adaptation measure that is
taken today o�en occur in the future,whereas the costs of implementing
themeasure have to be paid immediately (Edvardsson Björnberg and
Hansson 2011). his means adaptation policy too is subject to intertem-
poral decision-making and cost-beneût analyses. When applied to the
context of adaptation to sea level rise, intergenerational justice raises
unique concerns. For example, if we choose to develop or build on
low-lying land today, we add signiûcant costs for future generations
who will have to protect or retreat. If we on the other hand decide not
to, wemight miss out on an opportunity to generate income which can
be invested for future generations. When comparing adaptation policies
and programmes, the judged eòectiveness of them will in part depend
on which temporal discount rate is chosen. For example, one study
shows that low discount rates typically leads to earlier overall adoption
of adaptation measures (Tsvetanov and Shah 2012). his is important to
be aware of as we assess and compare options for adapting to climate
change and sea level rise.

10. The problem of uncertainty

Global mean sea levels will continue to rise for centuries, but there is
much uncertainty on how much and at what rate. Infrastructure that
is being built today is typically expected to last beyond 2100. However,
most comprehensive planning in Sweden only stretches over decades,
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indicating that “there is amismatch between climate impacts and plan-
ning horizons” (von Oelreich et al. 2013). here is a need to address this
mismatch, but this requires new approaches to planning that manage to
navigate the uncertainty of how much sea level rise we are planning for.
Naturally, diòerent adaptation strategies will bemore or less suitable
if sea levels are to rise a half or ten meters compared to preindustrial
levels by year 2200.

When a problem is surrounded by uncertainty, this tends to increase
themoral leeway. his means that a larger selection of permissible alter-
natives become open to the agent, sometimes including the alternative
to do nothing or postpone the decision (Hansson 2013). In the context
of climate change, there is a history of inaction that has been motivated
by a “wait and see”-approach. In some situations, when there is a lack
of uncertainty, it is better to wait to form a decision until more infor-
mation is available. In the case of climate change, however, delaying a
decision implies continued high levels of emissions, and as such is not a
reasonable strategy (Broome 2012).

In order tomove beyondunreasonable inaction, diòerent approaches
for addressing uncertainty have been suggested. On the one hand, there
are proponents of traditional economic models, such as cost-beneût-
analysis, where the “expected value” of diòerent outcomes are to be cal-
culated, and the policy which has the highest expected value is chosen
(Caney 2021). his approach has been criticised for failing to recog-
nise the complexity of the problem that climate change poses. Another
alternative is to implement a precautionary principle. Precautionary
principles, in short, oòer a theoretical framework which allows us to
justify acting to prevent potentially harmful outcomes even when there
is a lack of scientiûc certainty (Hartzell-Nichols 2011). Unlike expect-
value approaches, precautionary principles place little weight on the
importance of probabilities (Caney 2021). Instead, precautionary princi-
ples mean that “on some occasions,measures against a possible hazard
should be taken even if the available evidence do not suõce to treat the
existence of that hazard as a scientiûc fact” (Sandin 2004, p. 462). here
are diòerent interpretations of the precautionary principle, that diòer
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in terms of what kind of outcomes they deem relevant, what kinds of
epistemic conditions that are required, and what the correct response
should be (Caney 2021). However, these diòerent versions share certain
core features and it has been said that it is plausible to think of the diòer-
ent versions as being related to each other by ways of family resemblance
(Sandin and Peterson 2019).

In the context of sea level rise, the precautionary principle could
translate to amoral requirement to plan for an extreme sea level rise,
even though there ismuch uncertainty onwhether such sea level risewill
be realised, as there is a plausible risk resulting from not planning for it.
he precautionary principle implies that there is a social responsibility to
protect the public from exposure to harm, when there is a plausible risk,
and thatwe should act according to the device “rather safe than sorry.” In
the context of adaptation, a precautionary approach can aòectwhat kind
of policies are chosen. Magnan et al. (2016) put forward a precautionary
framework with diòerent strategies to avoidmaladaptation. Foremost,
we should seek to implement so-called ‘no-regret strategies’ where we
will gain beneûts even in the absence of climate change. Secondly, we
should aim to implement reversible strategies. Due to the uncertainty,
it is beneûcial if the cost of being wrong is low. hird, so� strategies
are promoted. his means using institutional or ûnancial tools rather
than technical strategies, as being promoted by proponents of adaptive
capacity and transformative adaptation. Fourth, we can be cautious by
implementing strategies that reduce decision-making time horizons,
in order to be able to re-evaluate suitabilitymore frequently. he û�h
strategy to avoid maladaptation is to take con�icts and synergies be-
tween strategies into account. Sometimes mitigation can have negative
eòects on adaptation and vice versa, and by considering this, the risk of
additional costs and harm decreases.

Diòerent approaches for dealing with uncertainty have also been
discussed in decision theory. In decision theory, a common distinction is
drawn between decision-making under risk and decision-making under
uncertainty. Risk refers to something that can be assigned a probability,
whereas uncertaintymay be diõcult or impossible to quantify. When
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options can havemore than one outcome, and there is knowledge on the
potential impacts and the probabilities of these, this is known as decision-
making under risk. When the probabilities of the diòerent outcomes
are unknown, this is known as decision-making under uncertainty
(Hansson and Hirsch Hadorn 2016). Sometimes, the terms decision-
making under “deep uncertainty” or “great uncertainty” are also used
for decisions on problems in which information is lacking not only on
probability, but there are also, for instance, “unidentiûed consequences,
undecided values, unidentiûed options, undetermined demarcation
of the decision, unclear connections with later decision on the same
subject-matter, or unforeseeable dependence on decisions by others”
(Hansson andHirsch Hadorn 2016, p.18). he impacts of sea level rise
are uncertain inmany diòerentways: concerning the extent (howmuch),
timing (how soon), uncertainty on how people will be aòected (due to
changing demographics and social developments), and uncertainty and
ambiguity related to an insuõcient and disputed knowledge base for
identifying possible solutions. Adaptation to sea level rise should thus
be understood as planning under deep or great uncertainty.

his in turn is causing problems for traditional decision-making
approaches such as cost-beneût analysis (Hallegatte 2009). Instead,
strategies for planning for uncertainty are commonly recommended,
such as Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways, Robust Decision Making,
Real Options Analysis, decision trees, or roadmaps (Haasnoot et al.
2013). hese kinds ofmethods “contain a strategic vision of the future,
commit to short-term actions, and establish a framework to guide future
actions” (ibid, p.485). I will not go into detail of what each of these
options would involve, but will merely recommend that methods of
this kind are used in planning for uncertainty, in the context of local
adaptation to climate change and sea level rise. hemethod VSSP that
is discussed in articles 3 and 4, oòers another framework for discussing
adaptation that highlights the uncertainty surrounding it. hese kinds
ofmethods are indispensable in order to achieve a just, eòective, and
eõcient adaptation over time. In the next section, I will elaborate on
our method and its theoretical background.
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11. Adaptation planning as design, and VSSP

In this thesis, I present themethodVSSP as an alternative for integrating
ethical values into long-term adaptation planning (see articles 3 and
4). he process of developing themethod departed from the idea that
adaptation planning can be compared to a design process, and that
adaptation planning thus can beneût from insights from philosophy
of technology. It has been suggested that themain diòerence between
science and technology is that the former is concerned with what is,
while the latter is concerned with what ought to be. From this follows
that “instead of taking the world for what it is (as in science), engineer-
ing design seeks to change the world to meet given needs, desires or
goals” (Kroes 2009, p.520). However, it is rarely straightforward what
these needs, desires or goals are, and engineering design problems are
typically ill-structured or wicked problems. Wicked problems are such
that “theremay be no deûnite formulation of the design problem itself,
insuõcient criteria to evaluate proposed solution and no clear idea of
the solution space” (ibid, p.517). Adaptation planning is also concerned
with what ought to be, and typically face similar challenges to engi-
neering design. In fact, climate change has also been described as a
wicked problem (see e.g. Lazarus 2008). Given these similarities, it is
worthwhile investigating if approaches for ethical design can help in
shaping ethical adaptation planning.

here are several strands of methods for integrating ethics into
product development, including values at play, values in design, and
worth-centred computing (Davis and Nathan 2015). One of themore
in�uential approaches is called Value Sensitive Design (VSD) and fo-
cuses on incorporating values into the design of technical artefacts and
systems (Friedman andHendry 2019). VSD departs from the idea that
“all technologies to some degree re�ect, and reciprocally aòect, human
values” (ibid, p.1). hus, the interaction between people and technology
can enhance diòerent values, such as safety, equality, or sustainability.
In order to incorporate values in the design process, VSD promotes an
integrative and iterativemethodology, consisting of conceptual, empiri-
cal, and technical investigations (Friedman et al. 2006). his has been
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labelled the tripartitemethodology. VSD was developed in the 1990s,
and was initially used for IT and system development. More recently
the ûeld has been broadened and VSD or elements of VSD has been
applied to socio-economic systems such as wind turbines and parks
(Oosterlaken 2015), bioreûneries, (Palmeros Parada et al. 2017), gas
extraction (Mouter et al. 2018), and smart grids (deWildt et al. 2019).
hese cases indicate that design processesmatter also for socio-technical
systems and that VSD can be a useful tool to assess these and the built
environment shaped by a social agenda.

When applied to adaptation, the tripartitemethodology of VSD can
oòer awide range of insights to inform adaptation planning. Conceptual
investigations could further an understanding of what an ethical adap-
tation should aim to achieve in terms ofmoral values, and could also
help in identifying value con�icts and direct and indirect stakeholders.
Empirical investigations could involve engaging said stakeholders and
further the understanding of how they experience diòerent values re-
lated to adaptation. Technical investigations could involve re�ecting on
and testing how actual adaptation measures could be adjusted to better
promote ethical values. VSD thus oòers a framework for addressing
ethical concerns in adaptation planning. However, VSD normally does
not address the long time-horizons or uncertain futures that adaptation
typically needs to consider. In adaptation planning, there is a need to
shine light upon the possible future developments that can take place
over several centuries, in order to get an understanding of uncertainty
over time and formulate a long-term ethical adaptation policy.

When we do not know what will happen, it is sometimes of use
to explore hypothetical futures. he use of scenarios is widespread
within the ûeld of future studies and scenarios are deûned as “coherent
descriptions of alternative hypothetical futures that re�ect diòerent
perspectives on past, present and future developments, which can serve
as a basis for action” (Valkering et al. 2010, p. 230). As such it can
denote both descriptions of possible future states and descriptions of
developments (Börjesson et al. 2006). One example of scenarios are
the SSP-RCPs presented by the IPCC. he diòerent scenarios represent
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diòerent developmentswith regards to temperature increase and societal
development that are dependent on our current and future emissions.
hese in turn have been used to create scenarios for sea level rise, that
are used to inform adaptation policy.

here are several diòerent kinds of scenarios. Börjesson et al. (2006)
have presented an in�uential typology of scenarios, based on three
questions that can be posed about the future:What will happen?,What

can happen?, and How can a speciûc target be reached?. An overview of
these three categories and the six types of scenarios that ût within them
can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Typology of scenarios, including three categories and
six types (Börjesson et al. 2006).)

Scenarios that answer the question of What will happen? are called
predictive scenarios and aremostly used in order to plan and adapt to
expected situations. hese are “useful to planners and investors, who
need to deal with foreseeable challenges and take advantage of foresee-
able opportunities” (ibid, p. 726). Predictive scenarios can be divided
into forecasts and what-if-scenarios. Forecasts represent themost likely
development and what-if-scenarios focus on near-future events that are
thought to be of great importance for future development. Questions
that answer the questionWhat can happen? are called explorative sce-
narios and can be of use to actors who want to explore developments
that theymight need to take into consideration. hese can be divided
into external and strategic scenarios. he former explores how external
factors can develop while the latter explore what will happen if we act
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in a certain way. he third category, which answers the question How

can a speciûc target be reached?, is called normative scenarios. his
consists of two types that diòer in how they treat the system structure.
Preserving scenarios respond to the question: How can the target be
reached, through adjustments to the current situation? Transforming
scenarios respond to the question: How can the target be reached, when
the prevailing structure blocks necessary changes? In the context of
adaptation planning, we want to use scenarios to address the uncertain
future that we are facing. Hence we ask ourselves What can happen?

and explorative external scenarios are likely to bemost useful.
External scenarios focus on factors beyond the control of the rel-

evant actors and thus address precisely the uncertainty that planners
face. Moreover, external scenarios are o�en used to “inform strategy
development of a planning entity” and “can then help the user to develop
robust strategies, i.e. strategies that will survive several kinds of external
development” (ibid. 2006, p. 727). While some might argue that sce-
narios aremerely guesses, even such guesses can stimulate discussion
and contribute to the policy design process in that way. Börjesson et
al. (2006) also point out that external scenarios ‘open up the possibility
to ûnd �exible and adaptive solutions for an actor whose in�uence on
external factors is small” (p. 728). Local and regional planners who
are not able to aòect either the climate or wider socio-political develop-
ments ût that description. However, while scenario planning addresses
the uncertainty, which is a central aspect of long-term adaptation plan-
ning, it does not in itself address ethical issues or give any guidance
with regard to how to approach questions of values and value-con�icts.
Combining scenario planning with VSD thus oòers a possibility for
investigating value issues in long-term adaptation planning. I discuss
how thesemethods can be used in further detail in papers 3 and 4.

12. Concluding remarks

In this introduction, I have explained that climate change and respond-
ing to climate change pose challenges to societies and individuals world-
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wide, and is likely to continue doing this for many years to come. “Solv-
ing” climate change has proven diõcult for political reasons, so while
the scientiûc evidence onwhat is needed is clear, required action is miss-
ing. It is apparent that there is a need to formulate adaptive responses
in order to limit negative impacts of climate change and its eòects. Sea
level rise poses particular challenges to coastal communities,many of
which are already dealing with coastal erosion or other problems that
will be enhanced by sea level rise. I have therefore elaborated on how
issues of social justice, intergenerational concerns, and planning for
uncertainty can and ought to in�uence adaptation planning. I have also
suggested that relevant insights can be found in the ûeld of philosophy
of technology.

hroughout my work with this thesis, I have attempted to further
the understanding of adaptation to sea level rise, engaging in transdis-
ciplinary dialogues with planners and others working with adaptation
to sea level rise in southern Sweden. his bottom-up approach has re-
sulted in ûve papers, which contributewith diòerent perspectives on the
ethics of local adaptation to sea level rise, primarily from the planner’s
perspective, leaning on insights from a range of ûelds, including climate
ethics, political philosophy, decision theory, professional ethics, and
philosophy of technology. hese articles give an overview on which it is
possible to build and further the understanding of ethical adaptation
to sea level rise. his topic certainly goes beyond what is included in
this thesis. For example, I have hardly addressed our relationship to
the natural world, and the challenges that pose for adaptation planning.
hroughout my engagement with planners in Sea-rims, their struggle
to balance economic and social needs with values such as an untouched
environment and protection of cultural heritage has been evident. How
to planwith these arguably incommensurable values inmind raises ques-
tions are not only ethically interesting, but also important to come to
terms with in adaptation planning. Unfortunately, time was limited and
I reached the end ofmy PhD before I had the chance to further engage
with them. his thesis admittedly has taken on a rather anthropocentric
approach, which could be seen as amajor limitation to it.
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Beforemoving on to the articles, Iwould like to re�ect onwhat it has
been like toworkwithin the ûeld of ethics of adaptation,with a particular
focus on sea level rise, over the last six years. When I startedmy PhD
in 2017, ethics of adaptation could be described as an emergent ûeld,
and very little had been written speciûcally on the topic of adaptation
to sea level rise. Furthermore,my understanding is that the interest in
questions relating to adaptation to sea level rise in the context of local
planning in Swedenwasmarginal. In the six years that have passed since,
I have experienced a signiûcant rise in interest in both ûelds. he ûeld
of ethics of adaptation has evolved, and adaptation to sea level rise has
becomemainstreamed into local planning practices. Moreover, the two
ûelds seem to approach each other. In the early years of the projects, we
were seen as extremely alarmist when raising the possibility of sea level
rise higher than one or a few meters, and investigating how to relate to
extreme sea level rise was consideredmerely as a theoretical endeavour.
Today, the risk of signiûcantly higher sea level rise has been morewidely
recognised, and questions of how adaptation planning should respond
to this uncertainty are no longer only interesting in theory. To my great
satisfaction, this seems to have led to an increasing interest in what an
ethical analysis can contribute when it comes to adaptation planning.
Perhaps it is apparent to more people that science alone will not solve
climate change, but that ethics is needed to address challenges relating
to con�icting values and interests. he role of philosophy in facing
climate change and other global challenges has been recognised, and
this is beneûcial both for policy and for moral theory. his gives hope
for future developments and breakthroughs on how we should address
global challenges including, but not restricted to, climate change.
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13. Summary of articles

Article 1. Getting adaptation right – challenges and ethical issues facing

planners adapting to sea level rise in southern Sweden

he ûrst article oòers an overview of ethical issues emerging in adap-
tation to sea level rise and builds on interviews with municipal and
regional planners in Southern Sweden. he interviews that took place
in September 2017, were semi-structured, and centred around the in-
terview subjects’ views on sea level rise and adaptation to sea level rise,
as well as questions on ethics, values, and value con�icts in adaptation
to sea level rise. he goal of the interview study was to get a hands-on
understanding of the challenges planners are facing in order to use these
results to explore the ethical issues underlying these challenges. Basing
the ethical analysis on the experiences of the interview subjects, this
study can be understood as building on the ideals of empirical and ûeld
philosophy in that it begins with empirical data from the stakeholders
and draws out philosophical insights from that. From the interviews,
six challenges were identiûed:

1. Lacking knowledge and human resources.

2. Lacking coordination and integration.

3. Unusually long-time-horizons

4. Suboptimal distribution of legal responsibilities for implementing adap-
tation

5. Lacking frameworks for ûnancing adaptation

6. Goal con�icts

hese challenges are practical in their nature, andmany need to be ad-
dressed through new regulation and legislation. However, related to
these challenges, there are ethical issues that need to be considered in
adaptation to sea level rise. Building on the six identiûed challenges, a
typology of ethical factors that are of particular importance for adap-
tation to sea level rise was formulated. he ethical issues have been
categorised as input-oriented, process-oriented and outcome-oriented.
his typology is illustrated in table 1.
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Table 1 – Typology of ethical factors in adaptation to sea level rise

Category of ethical factors: Need to address:

Input-oriented ethical issues Uncertainty
Long time-horizons

Process-oriented ethical issues Responsibilities
Procedural Justice

Outcome-oriented ethical issues Distributive justice
Values at stake

Input-oriented ethical issues refer to how decision-makers approach
uncertainty, and the unusually long time-horizons that are deûning
for the problem of adaptation to sea level rise. Within this category,
questions that are raised include: do people in general (and perhaps
policy-makers in particular) have amoral duty to educate themselves
in the light of climate change, in order to be able to make important
decisions? Or can refraining from acting be justiûed based on ignorance
or lacking knowledge on a potential threat? Sometimes adaptation is
indeûnitely postponed or le� aside for the time being, due to the long-
term nature of the challenge of sea level rise. Concerns were raised
as to whether that is a legitimate approach, especially as this might
place burdens on future generations. Input-oriented ethical issues are
prerequisites to deal with in order to be able to progress to issues such
as who should be doing or getting what in adaptation to sea level rise.

he process-oriented ethical issues raise questions on responsibility
for adaptation to sea level rise and procedural justice. Across the board,
interviewees expressed that the current legal responsibility is not in
line with their moral intuitions or convictions of how responsibility
ought to be distributed between individuals, themunicipality, regional
authorities, and the state. he current legal framework places a lot of
responsibility for adaptation to sea level rise on the individual property
owner, and it was suggested that it ought to be shi�ed towards amore
centralised level. here was an agreement among the interviewees that
adaptation to sea level rise is too complicated for individuals to address;
individuals generally lack knowledge and capacity to take on sea level
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rise and do not deserve blame for the situation they are in. Other process-
oriented issues refer to the question of who should be involved in the
adaptation process. Involving those aòected by sea level rise is not
only likely to lead to more thought-through adaptation policy, but also
promotes important values such as democracy and justice.

he third category is labelled outcome-oriented ethical issues. Key
outcome-oriented ethical factors are distributive justice and values at
stake. As adaptation policy is implemented, it can aòect people diòer-
ently. herefore, it is important for planners to be aware of how the
harms and beneûts are distributed amongst diòerent groups in society,
and pay attention to vulnerable groups. Moreover, it is important that
planners are aware of themany con�icting values that need to be con-
sidered when formulating adaptation policy. For example, short-term
economic gain can be put against long-term security as coastal zones
are being developed. Furthermore, natural and cultural values need to
be considered in adaptation to sea level rise.

he results give an overview of the intricate ethical landscape sur-
rounding the challenge of adaptation to sea level rise. his overview
could serve as a point of departure for researchers interested in the dy-
namics of local adaptation to sea level rise and the ethical dimension of
the problem. For planners, the results may be helpful in furthering the
understanding of adaptation as an ethical venture, including knowledge
on where in the adaptation process diòerent challenges are likely to
arise.

Article 3. Professional virtues for a responsible adaptation to sea level rise

A central challenge in adaptation to sea level rise is the question of
responsibility, andmuch has been written over the years on the issue of
distributing responsibility formitigation, adaptation, and compensation.
he discourse on responsibility and climate change has gravitated to-
wards responsibility for action, i.e. on responsibility to do certain things.
In this paper, an alternative approach is taken, in which the focus is
on character, or what it means to be responsible. Since adaptation to
sea level rise largely will take the form of physical planning, it is the
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professional virtues that planners ought to possess in the context of
adaptation to sea level rise that are at the centre of this investigation.

Professional virtues can be understood as virtues of relevance to a
person’s profession. A profession can be understood as a practice in the
sense proposed byAlastairMacIntyre. MacIntyremeans that suõciently
coherent and complex human activities, or practices, have internal goals
which are realised as standards of excellence that are deûnitive of that
form of activity are achieved (MacIntyre 1982). To achieve standards
of excellence, it follows that technical knowledge, skills, and virtues
related to the practice are needed. Seeing planning as a practice, there
are goods internal to and deûning of planning, which are realised when
attempting to achieve standards of excellence.

In this article, a bottom-up approach for deûning these standards
of excellence of planning is taken. hree codes of ethics for planners
are analysed in order to identify virtues promoted within the practice
of planning. In the three codes of ethics, eleven virtues were identiûed:
honesty, integrity, courage, perseverance, love of knowledge, justice, public

spiritedness, practical wisdom, diligence, creativity, and humility. De-
parting from these virtues, I turn to the challenge of adaptation to sea
level rise, in order to see if any of the identiûed virtues are of particular
importance.

Since adaptation to sea level rise is surrounded by epistemic chal-
lenges relating to uncertainty on the extent and pace on sea level rise,
as well as on the eòectiveness of various measures, there is a need for
planners to cultivate love of knowledge. Given this uncertainty, planners
should also strive towards cultivating humility as a way to become open
to new knowledge. Furthermore, adaptation can in itself have conse-
quences on human and natural systems, and planners in adaptation to
sea level rise therefore need to cultivate the virtue of justice in order
to achieve the goals of adaptation, including protecting those that are
most vulnerable. To promote adaptation even when it is unpopular, e.g.
against climate denialists, the virtue of courage is needed. Finally, the
virtue practicalwisdom, or the ability to balance the other virtues against
each other, is as crucial in adaptation to sea level rise as in life in general.
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hat planners cultivate these virtues will not solve all the problems
of adaptation to sea level rise, and it is important to understand that the
planner exists within an institutional context. In addition to planners
fostering these virtues (e.g. through “responsibility training”, which
could resemble “compassion training” that has been adopted in the
healthcare sector), there is a need to foster appropriate institutional
environments. However, given that the institutions o�en fail to live up
to what it means to be responsible, why not also look to the individuals
who make up intuitions?

Article 3. Value Sensitive Scenario Planning for Adaptation to Sea Level

Rise (co-authored with Per Wikman-Svahn)

One challenging circumstance of adaptation to sea level rise is that
there is a need to plan for a future that we have very limited knowledge
about. he adaptation measures implemented todaymight be consid-
ered greater or lesser successes depending on how ûtting they are with
regards to future developments, not only in terms of sea level rise, but
also in terms of socioeconomic factors. he second article presents a
method for addressing this problem andmeet the challenge of including
ethics in the long-term (200 years) planning of adaptation to sea level
rise. he article consists of two parts; in the ûrst part a new method for
approaching this challenge by combining elements fromValue Sensitive
Design (VSD) and scenario planning is presented, and in the second part
an application of this method is described and discussed. hemethod
development has been carried out over a number of workshops in close
collaboration with our project partners. It can as such also be seen as
building on ideals from ûeld philosophy.

he purpose of themethod is to investigate how social andmoral
values initially promoted by adaptation can be aòected over time. his
is done by looking at various scenarios that build on developments
both with regards to climate change and socio-economic factors until
year 2200. he method builds on elements from VSD and scenario
planning. VSD is amethod for integrating social andmoral values in the
development into the design process, however, it has not been applied
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for products meant to last longer than a few decades. Scenario planning
has commonly been used in the context of adaptation to climate change
in order investigate uncertainty over time, however, it usually does not
address ethical values explicitly. Using VSD in combination with future
scenarios is a promising new approach for taking social and ethical
values into consideration when planning for uncertain futures.

he method consists of six steps, three that focuses on scenario
building, and three that focuses on value investigation. he scenario-
building half of themethod consists of the development of scenarios
that are tailor-made for the case study. his includes formulating a focal
question,which the scenarios aremeant to help answer. For us, the focal
question was: “What factors might be most impactful for a Swedish
coastal municipality in managing rising sea levels in a 200-year time
frame?” Having decided on this question, 13 factors were identiûed.
hese factors were divided into alternatives (e.g. low,medium, high) in
order to create a so-calledmorphological ûeld. From thismorphological
ûeld, ûve scenarios that would be interesting to discuss in relation to the
focal question were agreed upon. hese scenarios were used as a basis
for the value investigations that make up the second half of themethod.

In the second part of themethod, the workshop participants were
asked to identify values important in adaptation to sea level rise, in the
given area and time-frame. We underestimated the time required for a
thorough discussion of the role of ethical values in adaptation, and the
results from this part therefore ended up somewhat superûcial. hat said,
the values identiûed at theworkshopwere suõcient in order tomove on
to the second step of the value investigations in which the participants
were given two scenarios and were asked to discuss how the ability to
promote these values in their scenarios. Finally, the participants were
asked to depart from what they had found so far and give suggestions
for how it is possible to promote the given values through adaptation.

It was found that the method has some of its main strengths in
providing a framework for discussion on ethical issues in adaptation
and in doing that challenging established planning practices. More-
over, it enabled identiûcation and articulation of important values and
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identiûcation of a number of general considerations that need to be
accounted for in adaptation policy. hemethod could have beneûtted
from allowing more thorough investigation of values in order to focus
the results more towards ethical values. It also assumes that values are
constant over time, which is a strong assumption to make. However,
using scenario planning in combination withVSD highlights the ethical
challenges of planning for an unknown future, and are thus making us
better prepared to meet the unknown.

Article 4. Towards a Gender-Sensitive Adaptation Planning

In the fourth article, I continue working with the VSSP method, but
instead of analysing values more broadly, I chose to investigate its poten-
tial in furthering a speciûc value, namely gender equality. While there
is consensus on the need to integrate gender concerns in adaptation
planning, and speciûcally in the design of adaptation policy, very little
has been said onwhat thiswouldmean in practice. his article addresses
approaches for furthering gender-sensitive adaptation planning.

he article begins with a discussion on the political nature of adap-
tation. I suggest that adaptation needs to not only consider the external
harms that climate change gives rise to, but also understand and seek
to address underlying social structures that reproduce inequality and
increase vulnerability in the face of climate change. Adaptation that
“changes the fundamental attributes of a social-ecological system in an-
ticipation of climate change and its impacts” (IPCC 2022a) is called
transformational adaptation and is typically contrasted to incremental
adaptation. As inequalities frequently have been reproduced through in-
cremental adaptation, a gender-sensitive adaptation needs to go beyond
merely addressing external problems.

Concretely, I argue, a gender-sensitive adaptation needs to fulûl
three objectives: inclusive processes, just outcomes, and transforma-
tional change. Inclusive processes have both intrinsic and instrumental
value: intrinsic as it furthers procedural justice, and instrumental as
inclusive processes means more perspectives are heard in the adapta-
tion process, which tends to make outcomes both more just andmore
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eõcient in meeting the needs ofmarginalised groups. Just outcomes
are important to consider in gender-sensitive adaptation planning as
women typically are disadvantaged through adaptation. For example,
due to unequal access to information technologies including mobile
phones, women are less likely to gain information from early warning
systems. Moreover, agricultural adaptation programmes typically target
land owners where women and underrepresented (Roy et al. 2022). I
suggest that it is possible to anchor VSSP in the capabilities approach
and that this can help in framing the analysis in lines with what adapta-
tion should aim to achieve so that adaptation becomes just. he ûnal
objective, transformational changemeans that adaptation should seek
to address the social structures and norms that reproduce vulnerability
in the ûrst place.

Having formulated these objectives, I turn to approaches for inte-
grating gender concerns and values in policymaking. Gender impact
assessments (GIA) oòer an established approach for evaluating policy
and planning but fall short when it comes to accounting for uncertain
future developments that adaptation policy ought to consider. VSSP is
proposed as a complementary approach for addressing gender concerns
in long-term adaptation planning surrounded bymuch uncertainty. he
potential of themethod is analysed in relation to the three objectives
for a gender-sensitive planning presented previously. As VSSP is meant
to be an integrated and iterativemethod with stakeholder analysis as a
bearing part, it is suggested that it is likely to lead to more inclusive pro-
cesses. his inclusive process can lead to more perspectives being heard
in the planning process, and it is likely that themethod also promotes
just outcomes in line with the capabilities approach. VSSP does not
necessarily contribute to transformative change as it is intended to be
applied within existing planning structures. However, it is a promising
start towards gender-sensitive adaptation planning. In order to get a
better understanding on the potential of themethod, further research
and ideally a case study would be needed.
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Article 5. Understanding Feasibility of Climate Change Goals and Actions

he û�h article centres around the concept ‘feasibility’. In the context
of policy-making, climate change goals and actions are o�en discussed
with reference to their feasibility. here is a gap between what is needed
in order to meet international climate goals, and what is currently done.
his gap is o�en explained with reference to feasibility, that the policies
or sacriûces required simply are not feasible. his prompts the question:
what exactly is meant by feasibility?

In the broad climate change literature, there is no agreed upon
understanding of how we should understand feasibility. his can be
problematic since feasibility typically is used as an additional normative
constraint on action. As such, a deûnition of feasibility that fails to
capture the real meaning of feasibility can lead to actions either being
considered or ruled out in adaptation planning, when they should not.
Due to its normative implications, the concept of feasibility has been
widely discussed in political theory. In this article, I lean on insights
from this discourse, in seeking to present an account for feasibility
suitable for the climate change context. I suggest that such an account i)
needs to capture what can be done in practice, i.e., what can be achieved
given our present starting point, ii) be sensitive to various practical
constraints, but must not give them undue weight, and iii) be of use in
the practical deliberation of climate change goals and actions.

I then analyse common usages of feasibility in the climate change
context and ûnd that they do not live up to the criteria. It becomes
evident that there are several shortcomings in the ways that feasibility
is used. In the IPCC deûnition of feasibility, for example, feasibility is
mixed up with desirability, and equated to mere possibility. his means
that feasibility loses its value in practical deliberation. Other examples
seem to deûne feasibility in terms ofmere probability, and this is also
problematic.

Given that no suitable deûnition of feasibility was found in the
climate change literature, I propose that feasibility should be understood
in terms of the conditional probability account, as proposed by Gilabert
and Lawford-Smith (2012). his account suggests that feasibility should
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be understood in twoways: as binary,where hard constraints that cannot
be altered rule out actions as unfeasible, and in a scalar sense that enables
comparisons between what is more or less feasible. I suggest that this
account helps us capture what can be done in practice, is sensitive (but
not too sensitive) to practical considerations, and could be useful in
practical deliberations. I illustrate this by applying the concept to the
case ofmanaged retreat as a strategy in the context of adaptation to sea
level rise. he paper oòers conceptual clarity that can help in adaptation
planning so that we do not risk ruling out much-needed action in the
face of climate change.
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